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essay

The Convergence of Spatial
Technologies
ere is a map test: Who is the biggest mapmaker in history? The Dutch
map houses of Hondius or Mercator certainly published quite a few
maps. But probably some government agency has published more-for
example, the CSGS has over 55,000 maps for the United States alone at the
1:2.f,000 scale. Or maybe someone more recently? The Defense Mapping
Agency (now the 'ational Imagery and Mapping Agency) put out thousands of maps during the Gulf War, working in special 24-hour shifts
(Clarke, 1992).
Actually it is none of these. The biggest mapmaker in history, putting
out more maps than anyone else, is undoubtedly MapQuest, an as yet
little known unit of GeoSystems Global. According to the trade press,
MapQuest produces over 1.5 million individual ma ps per day (Intemef
World, April 6, 1998). It is one of the reasons ·why CP Editor Mike Peterson
claims that the Interne t sees the publication of as many as 10 million maps
per day and lead s him to say that the impact of Internet mapping "·will
like!:-· be greater than that of the printing press" (Peterson, 1997a, p. 2).
Despite this productivity, MapQuest does not carry the ''weight" of
more traditional cartography. Undoubtedly, one of the reasons for this is
that its maps are mostly basic street maps automatically generated from
databases, are fairly poorly designed, and are at low resolutions.
MapQuest is very new, starting only on Feb. 3, 1996 (Peterson, 1997b). The
cartographic community does not yet know what to make of these maps,
so they must be put in some context.
Online mapping, which produces what may be called "11ser-defi11ed, 011de111n11d 111nps." is part of a convergence of spatial technologies (digital
cartography, GIS and the web) that have been rapidly developing over the
las t fev: years. The web, and GIS in particular, are each other's next most
logical growth area. The web offers GIS users the opportunity to distribute
their capabilities more widely, including the analytical capabilities of GIS not just finished maps. The Internet may be able to deliver "public pnrticipntio11" GIS (PPGTS), or GIS 'for the rest of us." On the other hand, GIS
offers the web something it mostly lacks, that is good content, especially of
an analytic nature. Online maps can be called up on-demand, and refl ect
the data the user wa nts to analyze; they are user-defined. This is very
different from choosing a map from a map archive of finished maps vvhere
the cartographer has tried to anticipate the user' s needs.
The convergence of spatial technologies is leading to a wider adoption
of an exciting type of map use called "<•isunlizntion or geograph ic uisunlizntio11" (GVis). To some extent, visualization is what cartographers have
always been doing in that they make aspects of the world visible, but there
are important differences. Visualization, in this sense, also refers to the
added capabilities of interactive mapping soft\varc such as rotating the
data in three dimensions, adding or stripping a\.vay d ata layers during
data exploration, or querying the map interac tively . The map information
changes in response to user input. But as Alan MacEachren, the Chairman
of the ICA Commission on Visualization points out, "visualization is
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"The web, and GIS ... nre each
other's next most logical
growth area."
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"What happens to map quality
if this widespread access to
online mapping means that
anyone rnn nmu be a
rnrtographer?"
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foremost an act of cognition, a human ability to develop mental representations that allow geographers to identify patterns and to create or impose
order" (MacEachren, 1992, p. 101). There is, therefore, a sense that GVis
allows different kinds of questions to be asked. The differences between
visualization and traditional cartography can be captured using
MacEachren's concept of "cartograpliy rnbed."
Cartography cubed is a method of understanding the different kinds of
map uses. The "cube" contains three dimensions; private-public, high
interactivity- low interactivity, and revealing knowns-exploring unknowns. Traditional cartography has emphasized public use, low
interactivity and revealing knowns, while visualization emphasizes
private use, high interactivity, and exploring unknowns (though perhaps
w ithout ignoring presentation of information). The ICA Commission is
especially interested in full-blown visualization, map uses that meet all
three of the latter criteria. But, it is suggested here that using maps in
highl y interactive, exploration of unknowns in a public setting is a more
critical and far-reaching component of visualization. That is, of course,
delivering mapping capabilities via the world wide web.
Mapping and the web has so far received less attention than other
kinds of visualization. It is important, however, for a number of reasons
because doing and thinking about geography (the goal, it can be argued,
of all cartography and GVis) increasingly requires a virtual component; a
feature that has elsewhere been labeled the "virtuality of geography"
(Crampton, forthcoming). Web-based mapping is a part of this increasing
virtuality and has obvious benefits (e.g., increased accessibility to data by
the public in community GISs) and costs (e.g., increased merging of
databases containing personal information for marketing and surveillance).
What happens to map quality if this widespread access to online
mapping means that anyone can now be a cartographer? The fear is that
on.line maps and GIS capabilities will permit only low-quality maps and
superficial renditions of data (i.e., data poor) due to low Internet bandwidths. This is a technical problem which will probably be alleviated to
some extent, though it may never entirely go away (the Internet' s First
Law: information expands to fill the bandwidth available). Indeed it could
be argued from this perspective that online maps of lower graphic quality
are a trade-off for higher levels of interacti vity.
Is that an acceptable tradeoff? There is a danger in online mapping that
the user's experience with that spatial data, be it for exploration (GVis) or
communication (traditional cartography I GIS) will be superficial, or just
plain incorrect. This danger (or map m isuse) has two componen ts: low
data dimensionality and misunderstanding of cartographic I geographic
spatial data principles by online map users.
Visualization was initially proposed as a way of dealing with the huge
quantities of data available to the modern scientist from remote sensors
such as The Mission to Planet Earth satellite AM-1, due to launch later in
1998. If the dimensionality of that data in online mapping / GIS (data-poor
maps) is now reduced, the full potential of GVis will not be realized . We
will have an immensely powerful tool but no data to put in it.
Misuse may occur by misunderstanding basic geographic requirements
such as reprojecting the data for minimum error when the user moves
from a world map to a regional map (online mapping capabilities typically do not reproject data on zoom-ins), ignoring the effects of scale,
being unable to select appropriate data classification categories and so on.
Misuse is especiall y likely among users with little or no familiarity with
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principles of spatial data analysis. This danger is separate from the lack of
familiarity users may have with the capabilities of the software.
Both of these dangers are implications of the convergence of spatial
technologies and suggest that anyone can now be a cartographer. As
cartographers, therefore, it is our res ponsibility (though not ours alone) to
ensure well- d esigned, data-rich maps are part of any online geographic
visualization sys tem, and to be "Internet activists" in developing good
content. It is now, while the web is relatively young that we have the mos t
opportunity to shape it.
Clarke, K. (1992). :vtaps and Mapping Technologies of the Persian Gulf
War. Cartograplry & GIS, 19(2), 80-87.
Crampton, J. (forthcoming). The ethics of the Internet. In J. Proctor & D.M .
Smith (Eds.), Tiie Etlrics of Geograplcy, ]011meys i11 a Moral Terrai11. New
York: Routledge.
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MacEachren, A.M. (1992). Vis ualization. In R.F. Abler, M.G. Marcus, &
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L'niversit\' Press.
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Anatomy of the Introductory
Cartography Course Revisited
James F. Fryman

Bonnie R. Sines
Department of Geography
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0406
Fry111an@u11i.edu
801111 ie.Sines@uni.edu

This paper reports the results of a survey sent to instructors of cartography in the United States and Canada during the fall of 1995. The intent
of the survey was to determine if there was a common consensu s among
cartography instructors on the content and structure of the introductory
course. In addition, the survey was designed to determine the impact of
computer technology on the structure of the course. In an effort to
identify changes and trends, results of this survey were compared to a
similar survey conducted in 1989.
Keywords: cartographic education, map design, cartographic technology

JN TRODUCTION

"The purpose of th is paper is to
provide a cross-sectional view of
academic cartography through
the examinatio11 of the introdu ctory cartography course in the
Un ited States and Canada."

BACKGROUND

artography is a pro fession tha t has ex perienced cons iderable change
over the past severa l decades. Ma ny of the shifts in emphasis a nd
m ethods of producing m aps have been linked to ad va ncem ents in technology a nd m o re specifically to the uni versality of the compute r. Acad e mic
cartographers ch arged with training the next generatio n of professional
cartographers often question the ir knowledge of current technological
changes within the discipline . In addition, they often w o nder ho w other
acade mic cartographe rs approach the teaching of cartogra phic concepts
and techniques.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a cross-sectio nal view of academic cartography throu gh the examina tio n of the introductory ca rtog raphy course in the United States and Canada. The introducto ry course w as
chosen becau se it is the first, and perha ps o nly exposure s tudents may
have to actual m a p production. In addition, p ast research has indicated
th at the introducto ry cartography course accounts for approximate ly o nehalf of all cartography courses offered (Dahlberg and Jensen, 1986).
This cross-sectiona l view was obtained throu g h a q uestio nnaire d esig ned to probe the current structure, content and level of computer
technology fo und in the introducto ry cartography course. The questio nna ire results were compared w ith a similar survey conducted in 1989. The
comparison of respo nses over a six-year time period was used in o rder to
identify changes in course structure and content.

C

The use of a survey to gain insight into the w orkings of th e introducto ry
cartography course specifically, and acad emic cartography in gene ra l, is
n ot novel. As early as 1965, B. Mo riarty u sed a su rvey to in vestiga te the
focus of cartography a t academic institutions. H e found th at som e schools
excl usively s tressed either d rafting, or concepts of g raphic communica tion .
H o wever, the m ajo rity of institutio ns achieved a balance between these
ex tre mes (Moriarty, 1965).
In 1978, a g ro u p of t'vvelve Canadian cartography ins tru ctors were part
o f a session of the Canadi an Cartogra phy Associatio n meeting tha t
examined the introducto ry cartography course a t Canadia n uni versities.
The publis hed proceedings of this session revealed a n emphasis o n the
practical compo nents of ma pping a nd very little attentio n to computer
m a pping (Coulson, 1981 ).
And rew's 1985 s urvey of cartographic textbook usage included cartography textbooks a t all acad emic levels. The dominant textbook used in the
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introductory cartography course in the mid-1980's was Ele111e11ts of Cartography (Robinson and associates, 1984).
The state of professional training for cartographers, and cartographic
educators are topics covered in several articles by Dahlberg (Dahlberg;
1977, 1983, 1984 ). Much of his research was based on a comprehensive
survey of departments offering cartography. The Mapping Scie11ces Educntio11 Data Base supplied information on cartography cou rses in 1978 and
1983. He found that the majority of cartographic training was taking place
in a limited number of universities and that the thematic map dominated
the course content in introductory cartography courses. Fryman and Sines
(1990) used a questionnaire to survey cartography instructors in the
United States and Canada in order to assess the structure and content of
the introductory cartography course. Survey results found a prevalent use
of thematic maps for exercises, little computer use and a predominant use
of Robinson and associates textbook.
The 1995 questionnaire was designed to replicate the 1989 survey previously conducted by the authors. Questions were added that were overlooked in 1989 or that have become relevant since then. The 1989 survey
served as a benchl1"1ark in determining changes in the content and structure of the introductory cartography course. Both surveys focused on the
introductory cartography course, defined as the class in which students
actually begin producing maps. Courses designed primarily for map use,
interpretation or advanced courses in specific cartographic areas, such as
reproduction, color and design were excluded from the survey. Both
surveys targeted only geography departments in four-year colleges and
universities. Past studies have indicated that cartography courses are
taught primarily in geography departments (Dahlberg and Jensen, 1986).
The current survey was intended to examine four major aspects of the
introductory cartography course: (1) the characteristics of the individual
instructors, their department and institution, (2) the context and structure
of the course, (3) the introductory cartography course content, and (4) the
use of the computer in teaching and laboratory exercises.
Two publicly accessible documents were used to identify potential
survey recipients; the Association of American Geographers' Guide to
Depart111c11ts of Geography i11 the United States 011d Canada (AAG Guide, 19931996) and Schwendeman's Directory of College Geography of the United States
(Schwendeman, 1995). All departments listed in the G11idc that indicated
cartography as a specialty or had a faculty member \•vi th a cartographic
specialty were included in the survey. In addition, any departments that
did not appear in the Guide, but i,vere listed as departments reporting
actual Cdrtu!jraphy enrollment in Schwendemen's Directory abu were
included in the survey.
Questionnaires were mailed to the chairs / heads of 311 departments of
geography believed to offer cartography. They were asked to give the
survey to the instructor offering the introductory cartography course.
Approximately 47 percent (145) of the surveys vvere returned. Of these, six
departments indicated that they did not offer courses in cartography at
that time. Thus, the actual number of surveys used in the analysis was 138.
In 1989, 378 surveys were sent to 285 institutions with a return rate of
31 percent (190 surveys). The greater response rate of the previous survey
was attributed to the fact that in 1989, surveys were sent to specific
individuals who indicated expertise in cartography, rather than to institutions offering cartography. This resulted in several instructors at the same
institution returning surveys. It should be noted that 86 geography
departments \.\'ere common to both the 1989 and 1995 surveys.

THE SURVEY

"... focused on the introductory
cartography course, defined as
the class in which students
nctunlly begin producing
maps. "
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"The m1ernge i11strnctor had
bee11 te11chi11g cartography for
twelve years, with the number
of teaching years rn11gi11gfrom
two to thirty-five."
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Characteristics of the School, Department and Instructor
The 138 completed surveys used in the study represented institutions
ranging in enrollment size from 800 to 31,000 students. Most universities
were on the semester system (83 percent) and publicly controlled (90
percent). One hundred and twenty-eight institutions were located in the
United States (92.7 percent), the remaining were located in Canada (7.3
percent).
The Geography departments in the survey represented institutions at
all three degree levels; 32 granted Ph.D., 38 offered Master's degrees and
68 departments offered only Bache lor's degrees. Departments ranged from
two to eighteen faculty members with an average of eleven.
The average instructor had been teaching cartography for twelve years,
with the number of teaching years ranging from two to thirty-five. The
graduate schools attended by cartography instructors in the study are
indicted in Table 1. The table includes only those institutions that had been
attended by two or more instructors. The leading graduate institutions in
1989 were the University of Kansas (eighteen graduates or 9.5 percent),
Uni\'ersity of Wisconsin-Madison (thirteen graduates or 6.8 percent) and
the University of Washington (thirteen graduates or 6.8 percent). T}'tese
three universities have been the leading producers of cartographers for
several decades. However, the 1995 survey indicated a more even distribution of cartography graduates.

Rank

GRADUATE INSTITUTIONS

1989

1995

1
2
3

University of Kansas
Michigan State University
University of Oklahoma
University of J\!C - Chapel Hill
University of Washington
University of Sou th Carolina
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Illino is - Urbana
State University of New York - Buffalo
The Penn State University
University of Georgia
Arizona State University
University of Iowa
Oregon State University
University of Tennessee
University of California-Los Angeles
University of Minnesota
University of Michigan
University of Kentucky
University of Northern Colorado
University of Utah
University of Oregon
University of Pittsburgh
University of Victoria
University of Florida
Clark University
Ohio State University
University of Colorado

9.3%
2.1 %
l.0%
2.6%
6.7%
0.5%
6.70/,,
2.6%
1.0%
3.1 %
2.6%
0.5%
2.6%
1.6%
1.0%
1.0%
1.6%
2.6%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.0%
2.1%
0.5%
1.0%
4.1 %
1.0%
2.1 %

9.6%
5.9%
4.4%
3.7%
3.7%
3.7%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
2.2%
2.2%
2.2°/.,
2.2%
2.2%
2.2%
2.2%
2.2%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
l.5'Yo
1.5%
1.5%

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
23
26
27
28

Tnl>!t· l . Grad11nte lnstil11tic11i; cf Surw y Respo11d,•11/,;
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Questions regarding course context and structure refer to the design of the
introductory cartography course, and the administration and sequence of
the course relati\·e to the general cartography program at each university.
Those questions and survey responses are given belmv.
(1) How man y ca rtography courses are offered b y your D epartmen t?
The number of cartography courses offered by geography departments
ranged from one to twelve courses, with an average of 3.3, a median of 3
and a mode of 2. Figure 1 shows the number of courses per department for
1995 and compares these results with those of the 1989 survey. Because the
number of cartography courses offered should correspond to the size of
faculty and student body, a statistical correlation was calculated between
the three variables. Results indicated a slight statistical association between the number of courses and the number of faculty (r2=0.184) and
institutional enrollment (r2=0.165).

COURSE CO:--JTENT AND
STRUCTURE

"The 111n11ber of cartogrnphy
courses offered by geography
departments ranged from one to
twelve courses . .. "

Number of Cartography Courses Offered
by Geography Departments 1989 and 1995
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(2) Does your Department offer a Cartography Certificate?
App roximately 14 percent of the surveyed institutions indicated that
they offered a certificate program in cartography. :vtost of the certificate
programs required a combination of cartography, remote sensing and
geog raphic information systems courses.
(3) What is the course name?
The most common course name, representing 43 percent of a ll responses
was Cartogmplty. !11trod11ctio11 to Cartosmphy accounted for another 18
percent. Other titles included the word Co111p11tcr, Pri11ciplcs, Tl1c111ntic and
Design with Cnrlogmplry. These combinations accounted for another 12
percent.
(4) What is the class size of the introductory cartography course?
Figure 2 compares the size of classes between 1995 and 1989. In both, 10
to 15 students is the most predominant class size. Small classes appear to
be the mode. Class size traditionally was limited by the availability of
drafting tables and now, perhaps, by the number of computers.

"Class size traditionally was
limited by the availability of
drafti11g tables, and now,
perhaps, by the 11u111ber of
computers."
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Average Class Size 1989 and 1995
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(5) How frequently is the introductory cartography course offered?
Approxima te ly h alf of the d ep artments surveyed offered the introductory cartography course one time each year (Figure 3). This represents very
little change from 1989 to 1995.

Frequency of Course Offerings
1989 and 1995 Compared
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Each Term
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(6) Does the introductory cartography course have a prerequisite? If yes,
what is it?
Forty-five percent of the departments sur\'eyed in both 1989 a nd 1995
indicated that their introductory cartography course had a prerequisite.
The m ost freq uently cited prerequisites in 1995 we re: (1) the s tudent must
have had ,1 geograp hy course (42 percent); (2) a student must ha ve had a
co urse in map interpretatio n (30 percent); (3) the s tude nt must have taken
a course in computer science or mathematics (16 percent); a nd (4) stud ents
must have a specific class standing (sopho m o re or junio r) or have declared
geogra phy as a major (13 percent).
(7) What are the average number of class hours devoted to lecture and
laboratory each week?
The average time spent in lecture was two hours per week, wi th an
an~rage of three hours devoted to lab exercises. These averages are almost
identical to those of 1989.
(8) Does the introductory cartography course have a laboratory assistant?
Thirty-eight percent of the departments surveyed indicated that the
introductory cartography course did have a lab assis tant. \Nhen departmen ts were compared b:· degree level, the percentage of courses w ith a lab
assistant was as follows: Ph.D. granting departments (79 percent),
Mas ter's programs (-12 percent) and Bachelor Degree on ly programs (20
percent). It would appear that labora tory assistance is a function of
p rogram si.:e and the avai lability of gradua te s tudents.
(9) Are field trips a part of the introductory cartography course? If yes,
what type of field trips?
Field trips were part of the curriculum for one-third of the introductory
cartogra phy courses. Few \·Vere identical because of the d iversity of
o pportunities c1t indi\·idual locations, but those most often mentioned
were pri,·ate mapping firm s (28 percent), go\'ernmental mapping offices
(25 percent), and G IS centers (13 percent).
(10) Over the past five years, how would you classify enrollment in the
introductory cartography course?
Three response opt ions were ava ilable on the sur\'ey: increasing,
decreasing Clnd stilble. Only three percent o f the respondents indicated a
decrease in enro ll ment over the past five years, while th irty-four percent
indicated an increase. Sixty-three percent of those surveyed indicated
stable l.'nrollment. \1ilm' of those ind icated th at their e n rollment would
increase if classroom capilcity were expilnded.
Is a textbook required? If yes, which textbook is used?
Eighty-~ix percen t of those surveyed ind icated ,1 tex tbook requi rement.
Two ins truc tor~ required two textbooks. The most commonl y used
te\.tbooJ..s, each accounting for approximiltely one-third of the total text
nota tions, \Vere Dent's Pr111cip/c::; <~fThc11111tic Map Oc::;isn (1985) and Elc111c11t' d C11rti1smpli_11(198-l,1995) by Ro binson et a I.
Table 2 lists all textbooks cited b\' two or more instructors and indicates
the change in h?\.tbook usage between 1989 and 1995. Texts that were not
included \\·ere map reilding, computer cartogr,1phy or special i.:ed tex ts.
Sl.'\·eral te,tboob, including Cuff's T/1c11111t1c M11p.~ ( 1982), \\'erl.' out of print
in 1995.
(2) How many lab exercises are required for the course?
The number oi e\.ercises required ranged from thrl.'e to six teen exercises,
\\'ith ,1 mean, mod e ,111d medi an of eight exl.'rcises. This i~ slig htly higher
than the average of 7.5 in the 1989 survey.
(3) What types of exercises are required?
The e\.ercises requ ired in the introductory cartography classes in 1995
(1)

"It would appear that laboratory nssistn11ce is a fu11ctio11 of
progrn111 si:e mid the nvailabilty
ofgrnd11nte st11de11ts."

"Mm1y ... indicated thnt their
e11rol/111e11t wo11/d i11crense ~f
clnssroolll cnpncity were
expn11ded."

COURSE CO:"JTE!'\T
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REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS

Introductory Cartography Courses
AUTHOR

A. Robinson, et al.
B. Dent
). Campbell
]. Tyner
P. Muehrcke
T. Rabinhorst
]. Campbell
). Keates
G. Brannon
D. Cuff, M. Mattson
D. G reenhood
Others

1989

1995

50%
Elements of Cartography
Principles of Thematic Map Design 19%
4%
Introductory Cartography
0%
Intro to Thematic Cartogra phy
5%
Map Use
2%
Applied Cartography
0%
Map Use and Analysis
Cartographic Design and Production 0%
0%
Practical Cartography
12%
Thematic Maps
2%
Mapping

33%
32%

TEXT

6%

11'Yo
5%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
0%
0%
10%

T11blc 2. Rcq11irc1f Tcxll•ooks

"The popularity of the
choropleth map reflects the
fact ... that they are often
available i11computer111apping
programs."

are ranked in Table 3. They are compared wi th required exercises from the
1989 su rvey. Because the actual number of responses was not the same
between time periods, figures were converted to percentages for comparison purposes. Only those 1995 exercises noted by four percent or more of
the instructors are included in the table. The popularity of the choropleth
map reflects the fact that choropleth maps are not only seen more often in
the media, but that they are ofte n available in computer mapping progra ms. The increase in the frequency of graph construction exercises may
be attributed to the availability of prog rams and spreadsheets such as
Excel, Quattro Pro and Lotus 1-2-3 that produce graphs and charts. The
decline in the frequency of the dot map exercises cou ld also be related to
softwa re ava ilability. Because the algorithm in computer dot map progra ms generally places dots randomly, rea listic patterns are not created.
(4) What percentage of exercises are computer-aided?
Sixty percent o f the laboratory exercises in the introductory cartography
courses \.Vere computer-aided. Because each instructo r indicated the
percentage of lab exercises completed w ith the assis tance of a computer, it
was possible to examine the extremes in the range of computer usage.
Overall, the use of computers for lab exercises ranged from 23 instructors
who indicated that the computer was not used a t all in their lab exercises,
to 30 instructors w ho s tated that a ll of their lab exercises were computeraided.
(5) What topics are discussed in the introductory cartography course?
Each respondent was asked to check those topics covered in the lecture
componen t of their introductory cartography course. An extensive list of
topics \·Vas included in the survey as well as instructions to ad d any topics
not covered in the su rvey list. All topics ranked by percentage of response
g reater than 20 percent are shown in Table 4. Comparison with the 1989
survey was not possible because this question was not asked in that
survey.
Instructors were asked two questions regarding equipme nt used in the
cartography lab: (6) What equipment is required to be purchased by the
student? And (7) What equipment is supplied by the department?
These questions were included in order to determine whethe r the cost
of purchasing equipme nt as well as a textbook had the effect of lowering
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EXERCISE

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO

11
12

13
1-l
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Choropleth
Graduated I Proportional Circle
Isarithmic
Map Projection
Dot
Redesigned Published \1aps
Maps to accompany an article
Cartogram
Land Use
Smooth Statistical Surface
Maps from Aerial Photos
Flmv
Large Scale Survey
Situation
Graphs
Dasvmetric
ScC1 le
Topographic
Drafting / Equipment Familiarization
Lettering
Data Capture / Digitizing
GenernliLation
Data Classification

PERCENT

PERCENT

1989

1995

82.1%
77.4%
60.0%
55.8%
60.5%
29.5%
32.6%
33.7%
30.0'Yo
26.8%
16.3%
4.2%
15.3%
19.5%
0.5%
14.7%
3.2%
3.2%
3.7%
2.6%
1.1 %
1.1 %
1.1%

88.5'Yo
65.4%
54.6%
53.s<X,
48.5%
35.4%
32.3%
28.5%
22.3%
21.5°/c,
20.0%
18.5%
17.7%
14.6°/._,
10.0%

7.7'Yo
6.2'X,
6.2'X,
6.2%
5.4%
5.4'}'(,
-L6'X,
4.6%

Tal•lc 3. Lah1ra/on1 Lrcrci:.:e:.: Used 111 tl1c /11 trod11clon1Carf,1grnplly Cc111r;;c

student enrollment. In addition, the question WCIS to determine the degree
to which departments \"-'ere willing to allocate money for manual drafting.
Table 5 compares the 1995 and 1989 survey results. ln both, expendable
items were usually required to be purchased by the s tudent, whi le the
more costly equipment vvas provided by the departments. Fewer departments were requiring students to purchase equ ipment in 1995 than in

". .. expendable items were
usl!ally required to be pllrchased
by the student, while more
costly equipment was provided
by the departments."

1989.
(1)

Are computers used in the Introductory Cartography course?

A major interest of this survey was the change in computer usage over
time. The findings in 1989 indicated that computers were being used
infrequently in the introductory cartography classes. Indeed, only 53
percent of those sun·eyed indicated that they used a computer in their
introductory cartography courses. Of those using computers, only 16.2
percent of the 1<1boratory exercises were executed with a computer. The
results of the 1995 survey found that 82 percent of the respondents used a
computer in their cartography course. Instructors also indicated that 60
percent of their laboratory exercises \.Vere completed using a computer.

(2) What type of computer is used in the Introductory Cartography
course?
In 1989, approximately 71 percent of the departments using computers
indicated that the personal computer was used in their classroom exercises. In the 1995 survey, the percentage of personal compute r users had
risen to 9-l percent. This could reflect the greater availability of software
for use on a personal computer and a trend reflecting decreasing costs and

COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING

"A 111njor interest of this suruey
was the clrnnge iii co111puter
1tsn&e ouer time."
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1995

LECTURE
TOPIC

PERCENT

Scale
Choropleth maps
Map design
Thematic mapping
Generaliza tion
Symbolization
Dot maps
Base map compi lation
'.'vtap projections
Classification
Propo rtional symbol maps
Computer maps
Data sources
Da ta anah·sis
Coordinate systems
Isa rithmic maps
Figure-ground
Color
Measurement scales
Visual hierarchy
Ca rtographic analysis
Cartograms
Map reproduction
Flow maps
Comm unications
Linework
Topographic maps
Typographies
Reference maps
'.'vtanual cartography I drafting
Ethics in cartogra phy
History of ca rtography
Relief maps
Aerial photos
Graphs
Historical maps
Scribing

96.2%
94.7%
91.7%
91.7%
89.4°/.,
88.6%
86.4%
86.4%
83.3%
82.6%
82.6%
80.3%
79.5%
79.5°0
78.0%
71.2%
71.2'Y.,
70.5%
69.7%
69.7%
67.4%
65.2%
62.9%
60.6%
58.3%
58.3%
57.6%
56.1%
53.8%
53.8%
50.8%
50.0%
44.7%
43.9%
36.4%
26.5%
23.5'%

"... it should be noted that the
top ten 111ost cited software
packages accounted for 60
perce11t of the total soft1uare
usage."
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EQUIPMENT AND
SUPPLIES

1989

1995

Computer disk
Pencil and ink eraser
Drafting pens
Gum eraser
Drafting paper
Drafting pencils
Hand calculator
Masking tape
Exacto knife set
Scale
Triangle, 45 degrees
Scale, engineers, lOths
Triangle, 30-60 degrees
Protractor
Screen patterns
Curve, irregular
T-square
Rub-on letters
Compass set
Flexible curve
Map distance measure
Ship's curves
Planimeter
Beam compass

26.1%
55.3%
60.0%
58.4'Yo
44.7%
51.1 %
30.5%
56.3%
54.2%
11.1 %
33.2%
37.9'){,
32.6%
23.7%
31.1%
15.3%
17.9°/.i
31. l 'Yo
11.1 %
9.5%
2.6<Yo
6.8%
1.6%
1.6%

46.2%
28.5%
26.9%
26.9%
26.2%
25.4%
24.6%
23.8%
20.0%
16.2%
14.6%
14.6%
13.1%
10.8%
9.2%
8.5%
7.7%
6.9%
4.6%
3.8%
i.50;.,
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%

Tnl>/e 5. Pera11t of Eq11ip111e11t1S11111>lit·s Req111ml I<> />c P11rcllns<'d l>y
Studmts

increased power and capacity of computers between 1989 and
1995. Of those using personal computers, 28.8 pe rcent indicated
they were Macintosh users in 1995. This is in contrast to 20.2
percent u sing the Macintosh in 1989.

(3) What software programs are employed in the Introductory
Cartography course?
Another question of importance to the cartog raphy instructor
is the avai lability of software to produce the variety of maps
necessary for a well-rounded labora tory experience. The 105
instructors who responded that they used a computer indicated
71 diffe rent software applications, ranging from word processing to Geographic Information Systems programs. While this
represented a wide variety of sofh.va re being u sed , it shouJd be
noted that the top ten most cited softwa re packages accounted for 60
pe rcent of the total software usage. The most u sed sofh.vare packages are
indicated in Table 7.
Written comments often accompanied the returned survey forms,
particularly in reference to computers and software. A common comme nt
was that "software is b11 t n tool to the ot>ernll missio11 of tenchi11g cnrtogrnphy. ''
Several ins tructo rs remarked on the problems associated w ith the use of
computers in the classroom, such as inadequate budgets for computer
equipment and software, the lack of multiple computers for laboratory
use, and the reluctance of some instructors to use computers because of
inadequate computer training.
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(4) Additional questions attempted to determine the importance instructors placed on the student experience making
maps using pen and ink or with the aid of the computer. The
two questions were stated as follows: Do you feel that it is
imperative for students to have pen and ink drafting
experience as a part of your introductory cartography
course? and Do you feel that it is imperative for students to
have hands-on computer experience as a part of your
introductory cartography course? Each question was followed by a secondary question, If yes, to what extent? A one
to ten ranking system, with one indicating little importance
to the student and ten being very important, was used.
Forty-five percent of the respondents indicated that they
believe pen and ink drafting is an essential part of the
introductory cartography course. When asked to rate how
important this experience is on a one to ten scale, responses
averaged 6.9.
Response to the second question on the importance of
having computer experience was overwhelmingly (84
percent), yes, that computer experience is essential. When
asked to determine how important this experience was, they
gave an 8.6 rating out of a possible 10.
Eight respondents indicated that both pen and ink and
computers were essential elements of the introductory
cartography course. Overall, instructors placed more 'value
on the computer experience in teaching cartography. Howe\·er, many still support the prem ise that students should be
exposed to both manual and computer-aided drafting.
SUMl'v1ARY AI\D CONCLUSIONS

EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

NUMBER

1995

T-square
Protractor
Compass set
Triangle, 45 degree
Masking tape
Drafting paper
Triangle, 30-60 degree
Scale
Drafting pens
Beam compass
Scale, engineers, lOths
Curve, irregular
Flexible curve
Rub-on letters
Ship's curves
Exacto knife set
Screen paftems
Computer disk
Planimeter
Map distance measure
Drafting pencils
Gum eraser
Pencil and ink eraser
Hand calculator

59
48
44
44
42
40
40
39
35
34
33
33
32
31
30
24
24
22
22
21
18
18
15
10

44.7%
36.4%

Ta/1/c 6. f>,•rcrnt

33.3%

33.3%
31 .8%
30.3%
30.3%
29.5%
26.5%
25.8%
25.0%
25.0%
24.2%
23.5%
22.7%
18.2°;.,
18.2%
16.7%
16.7%
15 .9%
13.6°/.)
13.6%
11.4°1.1
7.6%

ol Eq11ipmc11t illld 5111'}'/ics Pw1·id<!d b.11 Geugrn11!ty

Oepart1111•11ts

This research identifies the characteristics, content and structure of the
introductory cartography course. Results are based on a 1995 survey of
instructors responsible for teachi ng the introductory cartography courses,
and compares these results with the results from a similar sur\'eV conducted in 1989. The latest survey was sent to 311 academic cartographers,
with 138 completed forms (44.-1 percent) being returned. Specific subjects
examined in the survey included the background of the cartography
instructor, required textbooks, types and quantity of laboratory exercises,
lecture topics, and extent of computer usage in the introductory course.
A comparison of characteristics of the cartography instructor between
1989 and 199:5 revealed very similar statistics. The only significant difference \'\'as in the graduate institution of the instructors. Although most
academic cartographers come from only a fe\v graduate schools, a more
varied list of schools \Vas represented in 199.5 ..
The questions designed to probe changes in course context and structure a lso revealed similar patterns over the six-year span of time. However, the question regarding cartography enrollment identified a stable to
increasing pattern of enrollment.
A number of changes appear to have taken place in the content of the
cartography course. Dent's Tllcmntic Mapping textbook (198.5) novv has an
eqL1<1l share of the introductory cartography textbook market with
Robinson and associates' Elc11rc11ts of Cartography. This could have been due
to Elc111rnt:-; of Cnrtogrnpliy being a decade old and needing revision. A new
edition was released in 199.5 (Robinson, et. al., 1995), while Dent has also
updated his book (1996).

"Comparison of characteristics
of the cnrtogrnphy instructor
between 1989 and 1995 revealed
very si111ilar statistics. "
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IMPORTANCE
TO COURSE

Atlas*GIS
Corel Draw
Arc View
Macromedia Freehand
CAD programs
MicroCAM
Adobe Illustrator
Surfer
Arclnfo
Atlas*Draw
MapMaker
Atlas* Pro
Atlas*Graphics
Map Info
Map Viewer
Superpaint
Word Perfect/MS Word/PageMaker
Idrisi
MS Excel/Quattro Pro/Lotus 123
GeoCart
PCPaintbrush
PCMap
Claris Draw I Mac Draw
Erdas Imagine
Designer
Canvas
Classy
SPSS Graphics
Harvard GeoGraphics
Roots
MacAtlas
Adobe PhotoShop

111ost notable changes
identified i11 the i11 trod uctory
cnrtogmpliy course were in the
real 111 of co111pu ter usage."
"T/11!

11

14
5

15
8
0
4
1
2
0

3
4
1
3
2
3
1
1
]

0
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

PERCEl\'T
WHO USE
21.5%
19.2%
15.4%
14.6%
13.8%
12.3%
11.5%

10.8%
9.2%
7.7%
6.9%
6.9%
6.9%
6.2%
5.4%
4.6%
4.6%
4.6%
3.8%
3.1%
3.1%
3.1%
3.1%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%

The amount of equipment that students were required to purchase has
declined s ignificantl y between 1989 and 1995. The percentage o f laboratory exercises produced by computers has increased substa ntially. However, the numbe r and type of exercises, and the major topics covered in
lecture have remained similar over the six-year period of time.
The most notable changes identified in the introductory ca rtography
course \Vere in the realm of computer usage. At the beginning of this
article, the technological revolution in cartography was add ressed and a
goal was set to measure technological changes in the introductory cartography course over a six-year period of time. The most sign ificant changes
identified were the shift from mainframe compu ters to the persona l
computer, greater use of computers in producing maps, and changes in the
types of software used to produce maps. This is mirrored by the survey
response that over eighty percent felt that computer experience in cartography was essenti al. Nevertheless, a significant nu mber of instructors felt
that manual drafting techniques still ha ve a place in the introd uctory
cartography course.
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Uses, Users, and Use Environments of
Television Maps

James R. Carter
Geogrnphy!Geology Department
lilt inois State University
Nor111al, IL 61790-4400

INTRODUCTION

"Televisio11 zueatherpresentations with the accompanying
maps are part of American
culture, as well as a business."

we easily forget [weather
maps] are one of the great
i11ve11 tions of modem
geography. "

Weather maps have been part of our television environment for more
than half a century and, as such, have become part of our culture. Weather
maps are seen in a unique environment where users know when and
where to tune in to see maps that they have become comfortable viewing.
It is argued that these weather maps are good examples of animated
cartography and complementarity in cartography. Weather programming
on U.S. television is grouped into four types: local, national, all-news, and
all-weather. Although it can be argued that more people see weather
maps on television than any other type of map, these weather presentations are designed and produced by a community which includes few if
any cartographers. The weather maps are used in many different ways,
including a general education of the public and entertainment comparable to watching a sporting event. A typology of weather map users is
developed based on what users want to get from the maps.

W

eather m aps presented on television in the United States are arguably
the maps seen by the greatest number of people. The weathercasters
w ith their maps are portrayed in jokes and cartoons and are written into
television prog rams and movies. Television weather presentations with the
accompanying maps are part of American culture, as well as a business.
Like other aspects of American culture, the television weathe r culture seems
to be spreading around the world. In 1997, Scharfe organized and hosted
the first international conference on Mass Media Maps in Berlin. A significant part of the program was devoted to Weather Prese11tatio11s i11 Mass Media
with most attention given to weather maps on television. Papers in the
proceedings of that conference reported on television ·weather maps and
mapping in the Czech Republic, France, Germany, and the United States
(Scharfe, 1997). It was surprising to find The Weather Channel (Der Wetter
Canal) on Berlin television. The channel is available in many countries, as
are other commercial weather presentations. The nature of television
weather programming around the world is not dissimilar to that fou nd on
commercial television in the U.S.
In the recen t volume Te11 Geographic Ideas That Changed the World,
Monmonier (1997) argues that the weather map is one such idea because it
has done much to s hape our lives, a lthough it is taken for granted. "Snap sh ot views of the state of weather are so readily available, we easily forget
they are one of the g reat in ventions of modern geography." (Monmonier
1997, 40) Wh ile Mon monier gives recognition to the contributions of the
many weather maps in our midst, Muehrcke (1996) asserts that " ... less than
half of the adult population in the United States can pe rform even the most
basic tas ks re lated to us ing maps." If Muehrcke is righ t, then many televis ion vie\·v ers get little from the weather maps. Yet, television wea ther rates
very high in viewership among a ll of the news programs. Does this mean
that all of the d yna mic a nd colorful maps mean little to the public, or that
weather maps fall outside the purview of maps considered by Muehrcke?
This paper does no t answer these questions specifically, bu t it attempts to
provide some struch.1 re for determining how weather m ap s on television are
used.
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There are many dimensions to the study of map use. One dimension
focuses on the users who bring varied experiences, skill levels, interests and
motivations to the task of vie\..,·ing the maps. Non-users should be recognized in this mi:-.. because they are people who for one reason or another
choose not to make use of the weather maps that are displayed all around
them. Another dimension in the study of map use is the viewing environment; the vvays in which viev.1ers can and will interact with the maps. In the
case of television maps, that environment is quite constrained. Still another
dimension of map use is the community that produces and presents the
maps, thereb~' setting de facto standards as to what is shown and thereby
determining or limiting how the maps can be used. And finally, there are
the many different ways maps are used by all of the people operating within
this constrained environment. These many dimensions of map use apply to
all types of maps and mapping. Weather maps on television are a very
specialized form of map presentation, but within this specialized environment there is considerable variation.
The map use environment determines the ways in which the map user can
and will be able to interact v1:ith the map. Traditionally, maps and map use
are discussed in terms of graphics printed on paper and in the hands of the
user. With these paper maps, in most cases, the user has great control over
the environment in vvhich to use the map. The user can choose when and
\vhere to study the map, can linger over the map, can use reading aids,
change light le\·els, make measurements, and drav,· on the map. Torguson
(1997) looks at the dynamic and interactive environments that should come
with electronic i1tlases. In those environments, users are given control over
interactive tools to work with maps and explore atlases. By contrast, the
viewer of maps on tele\·ision has no control over the viewing environment.
Television \·iewers see a map appear on the screen only to disappear when
replaced with another image. In most news stories, the viewer has little or
no 'varning if a map 'viii be presented, •.vhen it is coming, or how long it
will be shm-vn. Television viewers can only passively watch maps come and
go on the screen.
The map-\'iC\·V ingenvironment of TV weather is distinctly different from
the environment of other maps seen on television because, in the weather
program, the types of maps and times of presentation are consistent from
day to day. The \'ie,,·er knows when to tune in and has reasonable expectations of the n<iture and format of the material that will be shown, v·:ith new
thematic information imposed on familiar map bases. And, there will be
that famili<ir personality sequencing the maps and making interpretations.
This unique viewing environment sets the use of television weather maps
apart from all other types of map use, whether they are other maps on TV,
paper maps, or electronic atlases.
The relatively low resolution of te]e,·ision technology imposes severe
limitations on the presentations of map detail. Brown (1993) and Lindgren
(1991) give overvie;vs of this technology as it relates to cartographic design
and the limitations on the presentation of maps on screen. HDTV, high
definition tcle\'ision, should O\·ercome some of the Jim itations of the current
standards, and it will be interesting to see how the nature of television
weather maps change in this new environment.
The cu rrcnt low-resolution technology does facilitate the presentation of
colorful animated maps with flashing icons, pulsating Jines, loops of radar
echoes and sntellite images of clouds, 3D fly-overs, and morphed fronts and
air masses (Cnrter, 1996). Peterson (1995) emphasizes the power of animation which" ... depicts something that would not be evident if the frames
were viewed individually" (Peterson 1995, 48). He goes on to note that

"There nrc many di111e11sio11s to
the study of 111ap use."

THE TELEVISION VIEWING
E'.'JVIRONMENT

"The 111np-I iewing e11viro11111ent
of TV weather is distinctly
differc11 tfro111 the e11uiro11111e11t of
other ninps seen 011
teleziisio11 ... ''
1

it will be interesting to see
how the 11nt11 re of telcz 1isio11
weather lllaps change in this
new e1rviron111e11t. [high definition tcleuisio11]"
0

•••
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"... tlrere nre 111n11y exn111ples of
cnrtogrnphic n11i111ntio11s right i11
front of us -OJI television
wentlrer programs."

"... cartographic
co111ple111e11tnrity is well represe11ted i11 most televisio11 weather
prese11tatio11s,for it is rnre that
only a single 111ap is used to
slroru the wea tlzer."

"A 111;011e wlro looks at more
t!raJ1 011e weather presentation
OJI televisio11 i /1 order to get a
Jeeli11gfor what is goiJ1g 011 in
tire at111osphere 11111st be making
Iris or lrer own 111e11tal 11rnp ... "

"Wh ile television wea tlrer is map
riclr, the viewer lras 110 control
oPer !row to receiz1e those riches
but docs know where and 1.uhen
toJi 11d them."
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" ... there have been few exa mples of ca rtographic animations, due largely to
the complexity of their creation, presentation, and cartographer's fixation
on the printed map." Carter (1996) responded that there are many examples
of cartogr;iphic animation" right in front of us-on television •veather
programs. Admittedly, cartographers have not been central to designing
and presenting those maps. The fact that these animated maps are not
thou ght of as part o f ca rtography supports Monmonier's contention that
weather maps are so read ily available tha t they are easily overlooked.
These animated weather maps contribute to cartographic complementarity, which Monmonier (1996, 77) notes" ... seeks efficiently informative
presentations by minimizing needlessly redundant information as well as
by juxtaposing o r integrating multiple measurements or themes need ed for
insightful interpretation." Such cartographic comple mentarity is well
represented in most television weather presentations, fo r it is rare that only
a single map is used to show the weather. Far more common is a collection
of maps to show cloud cover, radar echoes, and the synoptic map for the
present and a forecast for the nea r future. And, maps of temperature, dew
points, and areas of precipitation add even mo re information to help the
viewer make ins ightful interpretations. In add ition to the maps, the presenter interprets the patterns shown on the map, pointing o ut where the
cold air is coming fro m, using hand s and body motion to emphasize the
movement of the fl ow around a center of low pressure, etc. Such complementarity is also found in the statistics given about the past weather and
forecast conditions.
In addition to thi s complementarity found in any one given weather
program, television viewers frequently have the option to switch channels
and see how another weathercaster add resses the same subject. Comments
from friends and colleagues have indicated that the practice of looking at
more than one \Veather program is common.
\!1uehrcke (1996, 275) argues that much can be gained from doing one's
m,vn mapping and creating one's own graphic representations vvhere
abstractions must be used. He makes this observation with respect to the
growing number who wi ll use computer systems to make their own maps.
Anyone who looks at more than one wea ther presentation on television in
order to get a fee ling for what is going on in the atmosphere must be making
his or her own mental map, i.e., doing the abstraction. The viewer watches a
weathercaster interpret the situation and then compares that w ith another
interpretation, and perhaps anothe r. It may be interesting to see one presenter venture a forecast that is different from another, but these differences
cannot bed iscerned unless a mental map of the ones previously seen has
been formed. Paper maps can be laid down side by side and system atically
compared, feature by feature. With te levision, mental images from the earlier
viewing must be ca rried for comparison with the later. For many, a set of
mental maps are being made as each person watches a presenter work
th rough a set of complementary maps with complementary chatter, body
language, and statistics.
The environment of television weather maps is unique among all mapviewing environments in that the viewer gets to select from a variety of
colorful, animated presentations of weather with the click of a button.
Further, more than a single map is viewed with integrated seq uences of
maps and complementary information under the control of a presenter who
may be very adept at the task of presenting the material. In addition, in
many places the viewer has the option to get still other map presentations
about the same wea ther story. While television weather is map rich, the
viewer has no control over how to receive those riches but does know where
and when to find them.
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In his history of television weathercasting, Henson (1990, 5-6) notes that
wea ther broadc<tsting was being done in 1940-41, before m ost people were
familiar with the concept of television. World War II interrupted the expansion of television, but it helped to advance the technology of weather
forecasting. Afterthe War, many ex-military meteorologists became the new
television weather personalities. The news was treated with respect in those
early years and weather was considered to be a subset of the news at large.
Soon, television weather departed from its radio formats because, as
Henson noted,
The visua l nature of television demanded 'action' in the form of weather
maps and bright, att ractive people w ho could explain them. The frontal
theory of weather forecasting was then just 30 years old; weather maps
had become a newspaper standby, but the workings of occluded fronts
and high pressure ridges \o\o·ere hardly common knowledge. (Henson
1990, 6)
These pioneer weathercasters had to introduce to a large public such
concepts as hig hs, lows and fronts. Using today's terminology, maps are
used on television to 'visualize' the spatiotemporal nature of the atmosphere by showing com ponents of weather systems moving across the land.
ln 1952, the federal government opened the a irwaves, w hich led to a
proliferation of television stations. By the mid-SOs, "Most cities with populations over 100,000 had a t least two stations com peting for viewers ... "
(Henson, 1990, 8). In 1982, John Coleman instituted a revolutionary concept
by showing maps on television 24 ho urs per day, seven days per week
(Hen son, 1990, 99-100). Today, The Weather Channel reaches 69 million
subscribers on cable, and ver~ions of it are subscribed to by a no ther 26
million people around the world (Petrozzello, 1997a). With the availability
of retransmission consent agreements earlie r this decade, LI Broadcasting
has developed local versions of 2-! hour weather broadcasting in direct
competition w ith The Weather Channel in select markets (Merli, 1997).
Now, some locnl cable systems are providing AccuWe<tther weather
coverage up to 24 hours per day as a complement to The Weather Channel
(Petrozzello, l 997b). In the political climate of 1995, when public television
came under attack nnd devolution of the federal government was popular
rhetoric, A.\1.Weathe r was dropped from PBS for a variety of reasons (A\1
Weather, 1995). This unique 15-minu te morning program, w ith presentations of upper air patterns and a segment for pilots with maps showing
visibility ratings, had been a mainstay of public television since 1978
(Henson, 1990, 97).
Currently, the wea ther presentations o n te levision in the United States
fall into fo ur types:
1) Local stations that have a 2-3 minute wea ther segment in the local
news two or more times a day. The focus is on the regional and local
weather but most presentations include an overview of the national
pattern. The nature and quality of these maps and presentations \'ary
greatly (Figs. 3-1.f ).
2) f\ ational networks that have short weather segments accompanying
their morning ' news' programs, ge nerally with simplified national maps
showing the synoptic p attern and temperatures (Figs. 1and2).
3) Full time news channels, such as CNN (Fig. 17), having \•leather
segments presented throughout the broadcast day.
4) The \Neather Channel and, in selected areas, Local Weather Service or
Accu Weather Local Cable Wea ther Service that present continuous
coverage of weilther 2-l hours a day, 7 days per week (Figs. 15-16 and 1821 ).

EVOLCTION OF THE
TELEVISION WEATHER
ENVIRO!\'MENT

"The visual nature of television
demanded 'action' i11 the form of
weather maps and bright,
attractive people who could
exp! ai11 them."

"111 1982, ]olm Cole111a11 instituted a revolutionary concept by
showing maps 011 telez1isio11 24
hours per day, seven days per
week."

"Currently, the weather presentations on televisio11 i 11 the
U11 ited States fall in to fo11 r
types: . .. "
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I 1,..:1m· 1. •\J,1p fmm tire .\'BC 1111>mi11s 1'rogrn111 <cit/1 •milins, s1>lde11

fo,-,·,; fi,·J1111d ;;1111gl11,;;;<'5 111 t/1c il'<':'I. and c;-il tlr1111dcrhcnd< dr.1ppi11g mi11
""",. r/i,· .\!id1('<':'I. This 111ap /111;; n•n·11th111~ f>11t 11 pr61'11/a: 1111111/lcrs.
fol. front,; 11•1!'1 drop ;;h11do<l'S, r1111I insd> 1(11· Al11sk11 1111.i Haa•nii.

} ig111t" i.
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F1g11rc 2. Map _fro111 the ABC 111orn111g progmm <Pith l•old text n11d
large. colorf11I in>n< 1n>rtr.1yi11g the 11•eatl1er. This map 1111; 110 fro11t; but
docs /rape ra111drop:<. s11mP/711kcs, ,;1111/111rsts, mrd lrntdrcd l'nllcrm<
;;/101ci11s t/1c nrens 1•( se<•l'rc <form;;. It also i11cl11dc,; i11sl'fs _f,.ir Alaska 1111.f
Hmmii. Tlrcr<' is 110 l'rcse11f1T i11 this i11111g<'.

Figure .J.

Figurl' 6.
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Fig11rL"S 3-1. A S<'q11c11n•
lllllJ':' w:lh /11d11 Frasier, WCI A-TV.
CJ1111111mig11, IL. CXJ'fai11i11-: //1c ;1•11 11s t/1c c!c111c11ts co111c tog,•ther to
produce this strong cxlm~t1·op1rnl ;._11c/011c. 3 - shows is11/i;1cs dcli111iti11g
c,1/or fi!lcd :011cs represc11ti11g sftm11 !'''f1•11tial. 4 - is a pcrs/>fffit•e pit•w
of /}1,· central J'llrf of North America ,/wwing a fronfnl l•o11111inr!/
illlJ'<'S<'d m·cr a 11w17 ;pith cloud f{ll'ff. 5 - is the 11cxt in the seq11c11ce
«•here d1'i1' J'cii11t t1•111pernt1irc:: are J'li•tted. 11sing di(li·rc11t colors f •-'r the
l1igh cl/Id !ml' mlw:s. 6 - 1:: 11 lo<>)' i•f rndar i111agen1 lll{ll'i11g opera
/argcr-srnlc /11N' 111ap sl11m•ing the <"1>1111/ics ,~f East Co1/rnl llli11ois in th,·
1'icw1J1g 11rc11. 7 - /i11ilds
f/1e 11n·1•it111s 111np 11•ith tlic addition of the
.frontnl li11t' 11111! sc1711e11ccs ''.f p1i/,;i11g armwheads 17or·tra!1i11g the rolatio11
of air ab,Jut flit' Lmu. There i,: w11::idcral•le differl'llC<' i11 flit' /11•0 regiow1/
base 111ap,; 11st'd i11 ll1is same prt';c11fatio11.

"'1

Fig11rc 7.

/-1g11re 8. L,·c /{1111-<1111 ,if h'EEK-T\!, f',·,1ria, IL, shows tl1c pre:<c11f11tio11
,if m.iar ,i11 11 !t1c11/ J'Ngr11111. TJ11s 1:< a 1t'l11fn·dy large-scale J'ff'l'ttf11lio11
<)1,1«•i11g (Lll1<1,fcn1/1/c dl'111i} i11 t/1c (tll/11111':' or (L'Jlfral llli11v1>. T/11< ,, a
<<>1t:p(;rafi·;:t·f.11 ..;.impfr prc~e11fatioJ1

of n1d11r imagery.

Fis11rc 9. Ric Kcarbe.11 <~t WI/Of-TV. l'l'oria, IL. H'itl1 11 rdatiPef.11 ,;i111ple
11111p o( .l\i'ort/1 t\111cric11 n·11tacd ,11; t/11· co11ti11e11t11/ U.S., 11·itl1 largl'
::_11J11/10/" J'n>icded tc111pcrat1m» ti•r 1<m1t1no11>, 1111d the .;/atio11 h1go.
,\',1/c the liold slrndml'; 1111d,.,·i,lfii1,1: the //,;, L:: a11d till'

.t''"*·

Fisurc 10. Alike .\frC/cll1m. l\'MBD-T\'. Peon.1, IL. p111,- /1i:: wl10/c
/1,1d11 i11to tire <'.li(1rl to •ho11· 111111' <111·ti1lc strem11/i11e,: 11rt' <p1mli11g iilfo
till'

Llltt'

t"C11fcr(•d

Oi'.'t_T

1wrtl1er11

/(li1 1t7.

Sllcli ~tn._•,1111'iu1• 111ap~

tin.• u~cd

ocrn,io1111/h1 /1y tl1c· 111orc ted1111ml /11c11/ ;i·,·athacasf<•r; 1t•l1cn tl1e
'-!t111i11tic ,:i/11nfi,111 produ,·cs 11 l•roa.I. rt•,1:w1111/ pnttcm that 1·i,·1pcrs c1111
1111d,·r<t1111d. Note fill' /1,1/d st11tio11 /1>,~o i11 tile s,i11/l111'c<f com,•r and fire
1iilrk eds,· n!.111g the .fi·,111t11! l101111d11r11.
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Figure 11.

F1g11re 12.

f1g11rc 13.

F1g11re H .
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Fis11res 11-14 Tt>111 Sk11/111s <'.f WGN-TV. t/1,· Chirngo <11pa stnti(111 tlrnt is nrni/11/1/e ICI te11s l~f 111illio11s Pin cali/e, is k11ow11 for /tis c!tnllcllgil1x
grnpl1ics. 1\>f m1y 111de<>n>log1,1s m1td1 liilll, 11ltho11sh so111c cm1}i•ss the.11 arc 1wt ccrtaill wltnt t/1ey lrnl'<' scc11 ·~tier /11s progm111. ill this series, Ill Oil<'
11111p ( 11 I he <lm<l'S the 11rcdicted nrm< , ~f ,;c1•c1-e 1i>c11tlra. / 11 011e box at t/1e top ;1•1.• sec lite dote for ;p/11d1 lite jlnwast ap11lies, iii 1111vtiter tire stntio11
logii. lllld ali•ng the l 11•tlo111 is tll<' soura 1'.f t/1e i1ifomwtwn. T/11s is n lot to read Oil a 111ap tlrnt may l>e 011 the scrcc11 less tlwll 5 scco111is. The seco11d
111t11' I 121 <'lllJ'lt>ys 11 tiwtasia ,~f colors h> rcprc:<t'11t jct stream< n111l't'rgil1g and di1·crgi11,..: at 30.000 f1.'t't. Tl1e tl1ird map 1131 sitou 1s tire rnrm1t alld
tlm·c J"•',11.'Clcd )'<>sil10ll:' of fn•11I< alld ce11t,.,.s ,,,. tin· Low o.-cr the 11cxl 12 lrt11ir,;. A nmsidernl>lt· 11111011111 of le.rt 11ppc111·, 011 t/1e 11111p, s11cl1 ns
·co111palf /111t·1N' S1\'0H . BA.':D.' Al /i1u 11•r lift the nttn/111/1011 i:; S11pacomp11ter :\.lodt'I Track G11idn11cc. Tin· fo11rth 1111111 IJ.l) e111ploys isol•nr,
that. Ill t/ii,; <llSt', l'irnf/11 dc1>1cl tile df)'f/1 or 1111· cc11tcr 4 Lml' l'rt'>Sllrl'. J,;o/>ars are I/Of used (0111111<1//l!f •if tdt'i'iSltlll i('t'llll1a 111aps. ·"''otc tltal 111/ if
Ski/1111s ·,. 111a11,; cxtt'nd .;c11111k::<l11 .,.,,., C111111d.1.

"To be co111petiti-ue in this
diuerse mix, weather presenters
must have some co111bi11a tio11 of
personal cha r111, reliableforecasts, and quality graphics."

To be competiti ve in this di verse mix, wea the r presente rs must have some
combination of personal cha rm, reliable fo recasts, and quality graphics.
While there have always been >veathe rcaste rs w ith strong meteorological
expe rie nce, fo r many years the typical weathe r presen tation seemed to be
d ominated by personalities relying on comedy o r sex appeal to a ttract
audiences. Today overt sex a ppeal is no longer used, but a li ttle levity is still
employed by some weathe r presenters, pa rti cula rl y o n the morn ing p rog ra ms on the na tional ne tworks a nd some local weathe rcasters. By contrast,
the wea thercasters on the all-news and continuous wea ther channels te nd
to be professional in their inte raction with the subject m atter and sup press
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Figure 16.

l 1.'\ill t' 15.

I'·"""''

8.

J.';-Jt;. l.l\'S i11 /11di·11111p.1Ji, "a 2-l-11t>11r 11·calhl'r c/1111111d t1<·d f,1 c/1.11111,./
tire /om/ <'11111111t'roal c/r111111t'I. Tire S111•0· DPpJ'lcr radar 11:.111
1 J >J 1, •lll lt>111,1fit'al/11 -•nl«l1t\I •'II n·s11!clr/1,1 a11d l'lt'!I'•'"' 11<'1 to m1ld1 r.id11r cd1oe;. 11111rd1 11"1·11" tilt' 111!1}' ,,f Ct'lll•al /11di111111 •1' tlw '"'111 1111<' rotate,:
dt1<"k;, 1..,c: an1t11td !Ill· 4.."cutr.rl p11111! 111 /11dh111npt'l1..;, Fis. lt1 11ortn1t1~ tl1t· i<'l'afl1cr4.."a::;tcr c.\pli1111111.'\ tlit' "}ll1t1pfit.· patren1.; 011 11 111ap ir ith ~t.11/i:t'd ..-lorul
p.1ttcm' 1111.t fr,111/, that ,.,,.. 111;.:li •••·er llrt' l1111d. 11< i11d1rntcd l',t/ the ,:l1t1d<1<1'.< st1111d111g l1}'t1rl fitm1 tht' fnmt;. 811 d,:ti111ticm . ./n111/, tilt 111nl's slwa' the
l1c•1111dar1t'.:. <1! d1~~iHtilar 11ir 11111;-;:->c... l,,, the t'11rtli ':-: '"~{nee
1

1

I 11111r" F. T/11s i; r111 •'\'<1111/'I" P( lht' 1111i11111ted 11•c11tlrcr 111111• sal!'< ,111
CNN. ;\,; t/1e ,ti-0111, g /1.lc II<'"""' f/1is 1111111. 11 li111a liar slide> nlo11s t/1"

I<>/ ' to <lime id1t'11 tire 111111• ';t1111lio11 i< t[•rctw;f to 0CL11r. Thc 11n•u"1' >11
11( /ht' t1111cr l•ar 1< ,tu::111111d 11 i< diffimlt to }(>ms ,111 the l1111cr ic/1ile
~l'1lld1i11s flh· ~CC:1ltf1t•r p1ltft'r'I' /IHli't' (l~·cr flzt'
'}''~Uli u~cd f(l SCllt'r11tt' llrt''1..' 111aJ'~ t1 1a_
.;

IJlnl'· Tlzt:

dt'i't'hlpl'd l'y a

srn}'lliC~
.'\.orle't'~ll'll

t!rm C,\..\ h,1~ ;eflrk«d c!t1~c!11 i:t 1!1l tir.11 finn f1.l lrt'.1fc t/1i.;. '-_tt'-fclll
1

111;1.11 prc'-ort.1l1tnt.

ti/

!'"""'"'"

Fis11re 18. T/11' 1s /1111 '""' of 111n1111
d1oi<'<'> .fi11111 T/1,· Weatlla
C/rn1111cl. T/1 i,; '' a 111•11-ai11m11ted 1·cgio1111/ Trm·d Wmthcr map u<•er tire
1101'///e,i:;tem U. S. ,/111<1•i11i: .i•eatlra 011/i1 11• t/11• 1111t11111nl /101·dcr. To
,1rimt ;•ic.i'l'rs. i11tcr-t.1lt l1iglnmy,; <Ir<' ·,;l1,11n1, 1111d 11 6'll' 111·c labeled.
A<"rt>s,; Iii<' '''I' ,,(tire 11111}' 1,; the legmd. in t/1 the 1111111 ti tle. The W,·atlicr
Clm1111d h•go. 1111d 1111 ,11fr,.,.t i,;111g iiig,i, 111 t/11, t'•I'<' f/1111 ,1f BMW. To
;;11t1sf)1 h>c11/ P1nn'"' /•111 11dd ( <'lllJ'lc.nht. /1>t't1/ -111/1,;fr<, for c1•11tral
11/nwi=- 11rC 1..rt1crpr1111t·d a/011s tlzc i1L•tfo111 ptirtio11 <>l /ltt' image.

any hint of comedy. Sti ll, across all of these environments, the
weathercasters note that it is impo rtant to build rapport w ith the audience
and not appear to be too serious.
Any di scussion of the many types of maps on tele\'ision requires that a
sample of those maps be shown. Because the maps on te levision weather
programs are colorful and dynamic, they are not captured or portrayed well
as s tatic frames in black t1nd white. Many television weather maps have so
little contrast in black and white that they are total ly washed out w hen
represented th is way. In add ition, it shoul d be noted that some maps cou ld

A SA~PLEOFTELEVISIO>J
\VEATHER MAPS

cartographic perspectives
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Fig ure 20.

Fig 11re;. 19-21. Thi,; series of three flwmntic 11111ps arc sa111 ples from the
scq11,•11cc tlf scl'e11 suclr 11111ps T ile Wcntl1cr Clra1111d 11sed to explain tire
.fvrces prod11ci11s the Nor'Easfcr flraf swept 11p fl1e coast in Int.: spri ng
1997. 011e 11111p shows fl1c ce11tl'r of tire High and file wnm1 G111f
Stream. Tir e flail' of Cold Air a11d fire /ct Stream arc added fo pmd11ce
tire second map . Tire f i 1111/ 1111111 /111,; 111oisf1H"e l>iml'i11g in off tire Afln11fic
1111d 1111111y s1ww ]lakes. S11clr seqm•11as tif si111J'le. stmightforward maps
are very cffr:ctii •e in CXJ'fai11ing how part irnlar sfor111 systems fvr111 and
c1•oft•c. S11clr map scq11c11ccs arc 11sed freq11e11tly 011 The Wenflier
C/11111nd w/1e11 sCT•erc 1111d d11111agii1g weaflra ocrn rs i11 the U.S.
Fig11rc 21.

not be used because the station or channel could not give permission to
print certain types of data.
While Americans can see weather maps of the entire world and separate
continents on television, the maps shown here are maps of weather in the
U.S. Many of these maps are representative of what appears in the Midwest
during severe weather. Most of these maps were captured March 30-31,
1998, as a large weather system moved through the Midwest. The weather
segments were recorded on a VCR, captured in Adobe Premiere at 640 by
480 resolution, then cut and pasted into SimpleText. The images were then
processed in Adobe PhotoShop to scale them and convert them to black and
white.
THE WEA THERCASTING
COMMUNITY AND MAPS

The weather programs on television are the end product of an international system of data collection, evaluation, analysis, modeling, forecasting,
and dissemination (Carter, 1988). In extensive interviews with many
weathercasters, it became clear that the weather presentations on television
are first and foremost part of a business enterprise. The stations and
channels make decisions based on the need to capture market share,
maintain viewers, and provide a return on investment. Even the dedicated
on-air meteorologists, while concerned with getting the right information to
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the publi c, recognize their need to build audience support. Coaches and
consu Itan ts are brought in to work w ith weathercasters to make certain they
contribute to the image of the station .
O\'er the years, many cartographers have suggested informally that they
could do a better job of designing maps for television "veather presentations.
Many weathercasters feel the same way and wish that they had the freedom
to implement some changes. Almost without exception, the management
and I or the art departmen t choose the design of the base maps a nd the
colors. Sometimes the weathercasters participa te in the process. Many of the
maps and graphics come from the firms that provide meteorological data,
images, and maps to the stations. In contrast, the Weather Channel employs
a formal team approach to map design and program organization that
integrates representatives from all appropriate departments. They also use
focus groups of \·iewers to guide the teams (Eck, 1997).
Most of the loca l wea thercasters noted that they have almost total
freedom to organize a nd present the weather story, as long as they maintain
the image of the station and fit the time constraints. Weathercasters have
their preferred set of procedures. One reported that he tries to find a story
and then sequence the maps to tell the story, while his colleague tries to
present a shop fill ed w ith helpful products (maps) from \Vhich the viewer
can pick.
Although consultants report that the weather segment is the most
watched part of the local news, that segment is considered the ' accordion'
because it gets squeezed or stretched regularly. Often it is shortened up to
30% (a nd sometimes more), on ly minutes before the presentation goes on.
Sea lls ( l 994/95) describes the hecti c e nvironmen t in w hich the
\·\'eathercaster prepares and p resents maps on television. Based on interviews \Vi th weathercasters in different em·ironments, only the full-time
weather channels seem to operate with fixed time s lots that are not changed
moments before goi ng on-air. Preparing maps for a presentation that may be
cut significantly affects the choice of maps and map sequences that can be
considered.
\\leat her programming is rated very highly in terms of audience appeal,
by all measures. "\Neather-or some aspect of weather coverage-is the
number-one news draw in 11 of the top 20 TV markets, ... 92"<> of news
vie\'\'crs say weather is something they' really want to see CO\'Cred' in local
news, followed by the day's local news (89%), li \·e coverage of breaking
news (89" .. ) and health news (75°0)" (Bo ..,·ser, 1997, 61). This is consistent
with w hat the local weathercasters are told by consultants, i.e., that the
wec1ther segment is the most watched part of the news. Henson (1989, 1-2)
cited ec1rl ier studies giving high rcitings to televi sion weather presentations.
Haddad and Cress (1993) reported that The We<1ther Channel is the fourth
most watched of the many cable channels in the U.S. Stations pay handsomely to get ratings, but detailed tcle\·ision station ratings are proprietary.
Although cKCess to data is limited, there is no doubt that \\'Cilther on
tele\'ision ha:, a \'ery large audience.
ln gener<1 l. wcillhercasters think of themselves as professionals and take
pride in the programs they put together. Many have had formal training in
meteorology a nd ha\'C degrees or concentrations in television meteorology.
In addition to a number o f good academic programs in meteorology, there
<1rc gradu,1te programs emphasi7ing tele,·ision weathercasting, some of
which Me predominantly correspondence training for those already
\\'Orking on-air (Henson, 1990, 19-20). In many of the schools there is at
least o ne course \\'here studenh make presentations and then recein~
criticisms from fellow students, as al Pennsylvania St<1te L1ni\·ersity (Mirsky,
1996 ). Beyond the ,1cademic progr,1 ms, the Americ,111 Meteorological Society
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"... cartogrnpliers have suggested i11for111ally that they could
do a better job of designing 111nps
for teleuision weather presentations. Mn 11 y zvea thercnsters feel
the same ·way ... "

"Preparing 111aps for n presentation that 111ny be cut sig11ificnntly 1~[fects the choice of maps
n11d 111np sequences that can be
considered."

"... there is 110 doubt that
weather 011 teletiision has n Pery
lnrgen11dic11ce. "
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"... it appears that acade111icnlly
trained cartographers lrnue not
bee11 able to penetrate the world
of televisio11weather111nppi11g."

"... Brewer suggests that
televisio11 weather has had so111e
impact on academic
cartography."

"It 111ay be anticipated that the
convergence of HDTV mid
qua/ i ty, large-scale digi ta/
databases, in combinntion with
the powe1jul computer graphics
syste111s used for ·weather mapping, will lead to some interesting applications of maps 011
television. "
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(1997) and the National \·\feather Association (1997) have formal programs
to certify on-air weathercasters. Annual meetings of both organizations
include seminars and workshops designed to give weathercasters pointers
and guidance on content, preparation, and presentations. Also, the
weathercasters now have a place on the Web to share interests and concerns (Loffman, 1997a).
Based on many interviews with people in the television industry and
cartographers, it appears that academically trained cartographers have not
been able to penetrate the world of television weather mapping. It is interesting to speculate why this is the case. Foremost, no one has seen the need to
employ academic cartographers to improve the maps that go on-air. Stations
do employ designers to build local and regional base-maps and improve the
look of maps they use on air. Weathercasters praised one such consultant,
Valerie Jones, for helping them come up with better maps. She received a
degree in meteorology and worked on-air for a few years, then worked for
one of the service providers as a trainer in support of on-air weathercasters
before going on her own as a consultant (Jones, 1998). Jones has always
been interested in maps and traces some of that interest to a great grandfather who vvas a cartographer. One can assume her progressive experience
within the industry positions her to provide the cartographic link to
stations that would want such a connection. That experience gives her
knowledge of weather mapping, the technology of the television mapping
systems, and the design constraints of the television display. The academic
cartographic literature has little to say about any of these subjects.
On the other hand, Bre,ver (1997) suggests that television weather has
had some impact on academic cartography. Spectral hues that cartographers once deemed to be inappropriate are now found to be more acceptable
because viewers have been exposed to those sequences in television weather
presentations. "Spectral hues may now be spontaneously ordered in the
public consciousness after continuous exposure to popular spectral graphics on topics such as the ozone hole and weather. The contradiction between the lack of perceived order for spectrum colors and the likelihood that
the public is learning this code, through its use on most scientific visualizations that enter the public sphere, is a topic ripe for further research"
(Brewer 1997, 217)
There is reason to suggest that academically trained cartographers may
find a place in television, but less for their design skills than for knowledge
of cartographic databases. One of the people interviewed was hired as a
cartographer to help integrate digital geographic databases into some of the
more advanced weather mapping systems (Flanagan, 1998) . He noted that
some of the new databases, especially those related to Doppler radar
systems, are very detailed and are being used for maps in the news in
addition to weather presentations. Jn another conversation, a manager
inquired about where to get cartographic databases that would permit the
rapid production of maps that could be used in emergency situations.
Additionally, another person stated that many commercial mapping
organizations are discussing ways to become more involved in the television news industry. It may be anticipated that the convergence of HDTV
and quality, large-scale digital databases, in combination with the powerful
computer graphics systems used for weather mapping, \·vill lead to some
interesting applications of maps on television. These maps \Nill owe a
legacy to the television weather map and the audiences that have learned to
use them.
Weathercasting is a map-rich activity and, therefo re, as forecast information is disseminated, maps will be employed . The nature of those maps and
the ways they are used in presentations on television reflect the combined
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efforts of the television weathercasting community made up of forecast
meteorologists, service providers, television managen1ent, consultants, and
TV weather presenters. Academic cartographers do not seem to be part of
this cornmunjty. This absence of cartographers should not be a surprise, for
as Muehrcke (1996, 272) notes: "Most maps are made by graphic artists and
others not formally educated as cartographers." Televis ion weather mapping fits the norm.
This paper is based on many years of systematically vie·wing television
weather broadcasts, observing the reactions of many friends and colleagues,
interviewing weathercasters, reading anecdotal comments in the popular
press, and delving into a fairly limited professional literature. The collection
of uses discussed here represents perhaps only a small part of the many
ways people use the maps in television weather presentations in the U.S.,
but it is a start in examining the use of weather maps on television.
Fair Weather I Foul Weather Viewing- Fair weather vie"vers should be
expected to have a different agenda than when the weather poses a potential danger. When a hurricane is bearing down on the area or severe storms
\·vi th the potential for tornadoes is present, or a blizzard is on its way,
people take a heightened interest in the \·veather. Fo r those in the path of
potential danger, these weathercasts have immediate relevancy. Sometimes
the concern will be watching for 'official warnings' and reacting to specific
instructions. The U.S. , ational Weather Service uses such television and
radio weathe rcasting to disseminate '"''arnings and advisories in a government I private partnership (World Meteorological Organization, 1996).
In other s ituations, the potential for danger can be more personalized. As
an example, when working at home at a computer and electrical storms are
likely, it is wise to monitor the weather on TV for progress of storm cells
moving throug h the local area. Knowing where your residence is on the
loca l map base used to show radar, the computer ca n be unplu gged so as
not to suffer damage during the electrical s torrn that can be estimated to
mo\·e overhead within a matter of minutes. This immediate feedback can
reinforce decisions to watch the radar maps the next time such weather
seems imminent.
Recently, m ap analysis was employed in deciding to continue a scheduled canoe trip. The day before the schedu led event, it was cold and rainy.
The leader deferred on cnnceling the trip until after she was able to watch
the local weather programs as part of the late night news and make her own
prediction on \vh en the rain would move out of the area. Because the river
was some distance away, the prediction had to be based on pulling together
a number of pieces, including the trend of the boundary of the rain zone as
portrayed on the radar imagery. At 10:30 PM, in consultation with the o ther
members of the group who watched a variety of weather presentations, the
decision was made to cancel the trip.
A significant proportion of the nation seems to tune in to watch severe
weather events such as Hurricane Andrew bearing down on southern
Florida or the 'blizzard of the century' moving across the Southeastern U.S.
and up the East Coast. This can be fascinating for the viewer and the
weathercasters rel ish the fact that they have an audience that is showing
heightened interest in their interpretations and forecasts. In many ways,
tele\·ision weather is like sports in that it is hig hl y graphical, the weather
events are short-lived, and people can see the results. In near real-time,
\·iewers can watch weather svstems evolve as the forecasts are revised. Like
sports, people spend hours '~·a tching storms play out on maps as experts
gi,·e commentary. With radar and satellite image loops, there are even
instant replays .

USES OF MAPS IN TELEVISION
WEATHERCASTING

"Fair weather viez(lers should be
expected to !Tave a different
agenda than when the weather
poses a potential danger."

"This immediate feedback can
reinforce decisions to watch the
rndnr maps tire 11ext time such
wentlrerseems i111111i11e11t."

"I11 ma 11y ways, tell'uision
weather is like sports in that it is
highly graphical, tire weat!rer
events nre short-lived, n11d
people can see the res ults."
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"These competing services
employ different forms of radar
presentations to monitor the
weather."

"The 'School Day Forecast' on
the Weather Channel has a
similarJunction in telling
parents how to dress tlzeir
children for school. On that map
they use icons such as coats,
szueaters, and L1111brellas."

"Tlze World Wide Web has
many sources of maps that
should satisfiJ pilots, so it is
unlikely that a11y television
system will take on the presentation ofweather information
targeted directly at pilots."
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In 1994, the Local Weather Station, or LWS, was brought on line in
selected market areas to compete w ith The Weather Channel. Thedwell
(1996) noted LWS would "give 90% local and 10% national versus The
Weather Channel which is the opposite." In practice, those stated proportions are grea tly exaggerated. In Indianapolis, IN, The Weather Channel
and Local Weather Service occupy neighboring positions on the dial at the
high end of the cable service. These competing services employ diffe rent
forms of radar presentations to monitor the weather. On LWS, the presentation is real-time and continuous and the viewer can watch the storm
mig rate across the map of central Indiana (Fig. 15). But to appreciate the
motion, one mus t fix on reference points on the ma p and observe the motion
relative to those points. Every ten minutes, The Weather Channel shows a
loop of radar echoes over the past three hours. Viewers can watch these
loops to see trend s in motion across the map. These two dynamic map
presentations complement each other and those who can toggle between
neighboring channels can watch severe weather march across the map.
Many weather segments are targeted at the traveler (Fig. 18). This is
particularly true before major holidays when many people travel, or when
snow and ice pose specia l problems for automobile travel. The Weather
Channel, with its national coverage, particularly targets the traveler,
including the business traveler who will soon fly to another location. The
purpose of this information is to inform the person of the general weather
cond itions so they might better decide what to wear and to pack. The
'School Day Forecast' on The Weather Channel has a similar function in
te lling parents how to dress their children for school. On that map they use
icons such as coats, sweaters, and umbrellas.
Pilots must contend with weather as they fly into or around specific
occu rrences. Horne (1992, 93) gave emphasis to the role of television
weathercasting for pilots when he wrote:
.. .it's a rare pilot indeed who doesn't consult his television as part of the
preflight weather briefing process. For pilots without computers, g raphics boards, and customized software, the television has become an
indispensable tool-sometimes the only tool-for visualizing current
weathe r and forecast trends, as well as identifying any areas of severe
weather.
A.M. Weather with its upper air and visibility maps was the only
program with a segment specifically targeted at pi lots, but it was dropped
in 1995. No television weather program has picked up this coverage,
although it was reported that the program would be re-instituted (DR,
1996). The World Wide Web has many sources of maps tha t should satisfy
pilots, so it is unlikely that any television system will take on the presentation of weather information targeted directly at pilots.
Another set of viewers who base decisions on their interpretation of the
television weather forecasts are the commodity traders. ln a widely disseminated article, Dishneau (1993) wrote:
'At 12:20 p.m. on midsummer weekdays, the din at the Chicago Board of
Trade fades as grain traders turn to small television sets scattered about
the exchange floor ... ' to watch Tom Skilling's WGN midday forecast of
weather for the Chicago area and the Midwest.' If Tom Skilling predicts
more rain for the waterlogged Midwest, corn and soybean futures prices
may soar .... Traders pay attention to Skilling for several reasons: He
comes on when the market is open, his unusually detai led forecasts
cover the enti re Corn Belt, and his predictions are free . . .. He also has a
reputation for accuracy, earned in 1988 for his early and extensive
coverage of a devastating Midwestern drought.'
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Education -Local weather personalities frequently visit schools and then
tell about their v isits on their programs. Many schools have weather
stations that provide statistical data that the local weathercasters use in
their programs. These television meteorologists are often the only 'scientists'
that many you ng people see. The Weather Channel has a fo rmal program of
education called 'The Weather Classroom,' consisting of programs for
teachers to use in the classroom, a 75-page book to supplement the video
segmen ts (Moore, 1992), and a quarterly newsle tter for ed ucators. The
segme nts are available to teache rs to record, and now they sell the series
pre-recorded (The Weather Channel, 1997). In all of these educational
activities, little attention is given to maps.
It is not uncommon for local stations to provide specials about weather in
the area, particularly as tornado and hurricane seasons a pproach. In Spring
1997, WRTV in Indianapolis had a half-hour special on tornadoes. That
presentation conta ined a segment on how radar images are e mployed to
forecast severe wea ther and showed examples of how different weather
events appear on radar maps. This segment was an unusua l educational
piece because it instructed about maps and map images.
In general, it is assumed that a viewer interested in weather knows how
to read the maps. However, Spiceland (1997) noted that a number of viewers
of CNt'\ write in to request that they put the names of the sta tes of the U.S.
on the weather maps because the viewers cannot recognize the states in
outline form. A number of local wea the rcasters expressed concern that
many viewers a re not able to locate themselves on the loca l maps they use,
but they do not know ho\'\' large that audience is. Sensitive presenters seek a
balance between pointing out p laces on the map as they are mentioned
withou t insu lting the intelligence of those viewe rs w ho a re comfortable w ith
the maps. Some weathercasters take p ride in their ability to inject geographic comments \\'hi le pointing out wea ther patterns on maps. Loffman
(l 997b) suggests that meteorological 1y trained weathercasters wou ld be
well advised to add more advanced components to their presentations
because he has observed that with the packa ged technology there is little
difference between the presentations o f the well-trained weathercaster and
the non-trained person w ho has on-air charisma. The conscientious
weathercaster has an obligation to tell the story of the weather, educate the
viewer, and provide the commentMy.
As a different type of education, The Weather Channel often uses fairly
simple sequences of maps to illustrate the cause and effect of specific
meteorological even ts. Such a series of map s was used to explain the
evolution of a \!or' easter that hit \lew England and dumped a g reat a mou nt
of snow (Figs.19-21 ). All big weathe r events get su ch treatment including
major blizzards, hurricanes, a penctrntion of particularly cold air, heat
wa\'es, e'densi,·e droughts, or a stagnating front leading to flood producing
rains. \1aps in these e\.planatory segments are normally presented in steps
as each new component is O\'erlaid on top of the p re,·ious map to illustrate
the story. For example, the map sequence used to explain the evolution of
the Nor' caster consis ted of seven applications of icons or names o\·erlaid on
the base map as a ,·oice in the background described how each factor added
to the mi\..
By contrast, weathercasters on The ·weather Channel, as well as local
channels have employed a variety of map mo\'ies to educate viewers about
the dynamics of the temperature departures in the Pacific Ocean as the El
\lino e\·ent of 1997-98 unfolded. 1 his mo,·ie dat,1 has been available from
one or more go\'ernment sites so channels can pick it up and rebroadcast
the maps as movies.
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"Tl1ese telec.>isio11111eteorologists

areofte11 tlieonly 'scientists' that
111a11y young people see."

". .. n 11w11ber of viewers of
CNN write in to request that
tlrey put the names of the states
of the U.S. 011 the weather maps
because tire viewers cannot
recognize tlze states in outline
form."

"The conscientious
wentlrercnster lras n11 obligatio11
to tell tlic story of tire weather,
educate the Piewer, n11d proPide
tire co111111e11 tary."
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"The 111aps in teleuision weather
are the subject of promotion as
well as a medium of
advertising."

"... he was forced to shozu radar
iJJJages 011 ePery show et'f!ll 011
clear days because the statio11
had im 1ested in the hardware
nnd they wn11ted to show off
their i11vest111e11t."

"The sen le of weather has gotte11
dou'n to the local city ... If the
wenther does11 't tell the story of
what happened 011 one viewer's
cul-de-snc, the11 that viewer isn't
goi11g to be motied."
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Some ·weathercasters are known for the extra explanations in their
presentations. Tom Skilling o f Chicago's WG, -TV, a so-cal!ed super-station
available to some 30 million households, is well known for his explana tions
of meteorological events as well as his use of a g rea t many maps (Figs. 1114). What he chooses lo show is in part influenced by w hat the technology
lets him create. Years ago he used a 3D g rid suspended over the ma p
surface to explain a dome of high pressure. This grid was viewed from a
perspective position and the surface rose and fell with the change in
pressure. With a change in technology he lost the capacity to do tha t
presentiltion, but gained other capabilities (Skilling, 1995). Skilling uses
other interesting map presentation to show a spa tial interpretation of the
probability of precipitation, e.g., 30'Yo probability of precipitation. He does
this \·v ith a map of the Chicago urban area broken into a grid of square cells.
Advertising and Promotion - The maps in television weather are the
subject of promotion as well as a medium of advertising. On The Weather
Channel, and sometimes on C N, many of the maps carry advertising
along the top border of the map or in a sequence immediately following the
presentation of the map (Fig. 18). Many of the products so advertised are
related to weather conditions and often are seasonal. Cold medicines are
likely to be advertised on the maps showing a Pain Index or the incidence o f
influenza. Makers o f allergy relief medicine sponsor maps of allergy
occurrence. Tires a nd coffee advertisements are likely on maps showing
travel conditions or even the synoptic conditions. Perhaps the most novel
use of maps for ad vertising are the spots the Weather Ch annel uses showing weather fans. In one ad, two fellows are sitting in a bar waiting for
'Weeke nd Weather' to come on. The face of the one hoping for a cool
weekend is made u p as a map w ith isotherms and blue tones, w hile the face
of the other who is looking for a warm v<eekend is covered with isotherms
in gold and o range.
Just as the weathercasters take pride in their map products, the stations
compete with each other to attract viewers based on their abil ity to show
better maps. As Doppler radar emerged as a new tool early this decade,
stations announced that they had Doppler radar and thus viewers would
wan t to watch their ne\-vs programs. Similarly, when local stations add ne'"'
systems to help with better graph ic disp lays of maps, they are likely to
advertise the techno logy to a ttract a larger audience. This need to adapt to
graphics technology to remain competitive may have an impact on what is
shovvn on television. Spiceland (1997) related a story from many years ago
in which he was forced to show radar images on every show even on clear
days because the sta ti on had invested in the hardware and they wanted to
show off their investment. Bowser (1997, 61) suggests this attitude still
ex ists, "There's more wea ther in newscasts today than there was five yea rs
ago, say market watchers. But w hether more weather is a response to viewe r
demand or simply an 'if you've got it, use it' mentality on the part of station
executives who OK spending for state-of-the-art weather equipment is open
to debate."
It is interesting to look at the directions of the trends in forecasting and
presentation of weather. Henson (1990, 129-30) quotes Coleman who
predicted that because of budget cuts, local stations \VOuld drop wea ther
forecasting and let The Weather Channel or a dial-up service provide the
forecClsts. Almost a decade later, it ap pears that the local stations are
spending the funds to get the latest technology to compete at the local level.
Dickson (1997a, 74) quotes a meteorologist who points out that, "The scale
of weather has gotten down to the local city ... If the weather doesn't tell the
story of w hat h appened on one viewer's cul-de-sac, then that viewer isn't
going to be moved ." Dickson (1997b) discusses the technology some
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stations have insta lled to be competiti ve. While the service bureaus make
<:tvailable I\exRad Doppler radar from the federa l govern me nt, some
stations are purchasing their own radar units so that they can have m o re
control over the radar presentations and have more current data because
there is a 5 to 6 minute lag time in getting the NexRad images (Dickson
199/b, 79). As detailed digital map databases have become a\'ailable, they
are being incorporated into more detailed wea ther map systems to compete
for viewershi p.
There are m,1ny ways to approach an examinatio n of the uses of weather
maps on television. This discu ssio n looks only at the use of maps in the
aggregate, plus a few anecdota l stories. MacEachren (1995) has exa mined
the ways individuals interact with maps. Many opportunities exist to learn
more about how individuals use the informatio n they get from viev.ring
\•.:eather maps on television.
All tele\·ision weather presentations in the U.S. employ maps as part of their
programs. Therefore, every vie\vi ng ex pe rien ce must take into account the
presence of maps and in most cases, a weathercaster w ho is interacting
with those maps. After studying television weather map use fo r many years,
a classification of \'iewcrs of such maps was deve loped. This typology was
sent to a nu rnber of weathercasters. Fol lO\'\'-u pi nten·ievvs on the typology
were conducted \\'i th the weathercasters. ln total, \\'Ca thercasters endorsed
the typology, and one even estimated what percentage of his viewers fell
into each category. Based on the many interviews, the typology was refined
as below.
Meteorology Addicts are \'iewers who understand the dynamics of
weather systems and vvho look at the maps and loops of cloud and radar
im,1gery to update their mental maps of the status of the atmosphere in the
region and across the country. They want to integrate surface conditions
with upper air conditions and appreciate maps or images showing jet
streams, ridges, troughs, vvater vapor, and outpu ts from computer models.
Weather Fans look at the maps and loops of clouds and rad<1r to see
trends in temperature, precipitation and the migration of storm systems.
These \'iewers hnw a general understanding of the role of humidity, fronts
and pressure systems but do not have technical knowledge of atmospheric
dynamics. They must have a good knowledge of the geography and place
names of their region and the nation to be able to relate weather events to
the larger areas.
Locals - Show Me types define the viewers who want to see trends in
temperature, precipitation and the migration of storm systems in the local
area, the potential for severe weather in the near future, and the forecast for
the next day or two. These viewers may have a good understanding of the
ways weather c\·ents interact with local features. To use the maps, they
must be able to understand where they are on the local maps.
Locals - Tell Me types \'\-'ant to know what happened locally in the past
few hours, current cond itions, the potential for severe weathe r in the nea r
future, and the forecast for the next day or h.vo. They can get their information just as well from radio as from TV. These vievvers are not likely to use
the maps on TV, perhaps because they do not know where they are on the
maps.
Elsewhere'ers \\'ant to know what happened, is happening and is
forecast to happen in some distant nrea. These viewers are interested in
some distant place, or p laces, because they will soon travel to that area, they
hnve friends and lo\'ed ones in that a rea abou t whom thev a re concerned, or
they have a vested interest in wha t is happening around the cou ntry or in
some other part of the world. To learn what is happening at the d is tant
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"As detailed digital 111ap databases have becollle available, they
are being incorporated i11to 111ore
detailed weather rnap syste111s to
competeforviewership."

A TYPOLOGYOFTELEVISION
WEATHER :vt'AP VIEWERS

"They lll11st haven good
k11ozuledge of the geography and
place 11a111es of their region and
the nation to be nble to relate
weather eu1.?11ts to the larger
areas.

"These Piewers are not likely to
use the maps 011 TV, perhaps
because they do not know where
tlrey are 011 the 111aps."
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". .. they look at the programs to
watch the individual perform,
i.e., interacting with the many
111aps and graphs."

" ... individuals may fit into
more than one type at any given
time, or from time to time."

SUMMARY

"lf only nil of our maps could be
seen by such large audiences
with such satisfaction."

"011 r cnrtograph ic Ii tern tu re
and our textbooks haue little to
say nbo11 t th is most pervasive
use of maps. "
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locations, they have to read and interpret the maps and loops of imagery.
This category does not include those people who are satisfied by seeing a
Listing of cities showing the predicted high temperature and a single word
about precipitation, i.e., Dallas, 85° F and cloudy.
Storm Watchers are individuals who, during times of severe weather,
choose to look at the weather presentations to watch storm systems evolve,
in part as entertainment. This is particularly true of those not in the path of
the threatening weather. For many of these viewers, watching a severe
weather event unfold on television is comparable to others watching a
sporting event on television. The ability to watch weather events progress
across the country is facilitated by the 24-hour weather programs, and may
be supplemented by the presentations of local weathercasters.
Fans of the Presenter are those many people who see the weathercaster
as a friendly and knowledgeable personality and they look at the programs
to watch the individual perform, i.e., interacting with the many maps and
graphs.
Ho-Hum'ers is the term used to characterize those individuals who have
little or no interest in the weather presentation but see the maps and the
weathercaster only as the current thing on the screen. For many people,
weather, \·vi th its many maps, is something that fills the screen until they get
to the next part of the program, which is often sports, in the case of local
news. Most likely, these people have never seen a full-time weather channel
because they have no interest in the subject.
Depending on the desire and motivation of the viewers who can read
and understand the maps, individuals may fit into more than one type at
any given time, or from time to time. This typology of the viewers of weather
maps on television is offered as an organizing theme for further study of the
nature of the use of this unique map viewing experience.
Television weather programming in the U.S. provides exposure to maps of
many types, even though all are focused on weather related matters.
Arguably the greatest map viewing audience is that of the television
weather map and the greatest number of maps made day to day are the
maps for presentation of weather on television across the country and
around the world. It is a big business with large audiences. Besides being a
business, it is a means for agencies and individuals to disseminate warnings and give guidelines, a means to transmit helpful advice, and an aid for
planning activities. In the process, many people learn some geography and
much about the atmospheric sciences. And, it happens in a unique map
viewing environment where users can tune in at predictable times and see
new information overlaid on a series of base maps with which they have
become comfortable, presented by a person they are used to seeing. If only
all of our maps could be seen by such large audiences with such satisfaction.
Essentially, cartographers have no input into the production or presentation of weather maps on television. Certainly there are artists and weather
presenters who have had some training in cartography but seemingly
cartographers are not an important part of television weather mapping. Our
cartographic literature and our textbooks have little to say about this most
pervasive use of maps.
Although the majority of adults cannot use maps effectively, television
weather, with its many maps, is the most popular part of the local news and
24-hour weather channels proliferate. This seems to be a conflicting statement. The typology of viewers of weather maps on television should serve
as a foundation to learn more about what viewers want and get from
viewing television weather maps. Television weather exists in a unique user
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environment and it may be that the appeal and use of many complementary
maps in this su pported environment is significantl y different from the
appeal and use of maps in o ther environments. This is but one of many
questions on this subject that require further study.
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Periodically throughout history, advances in technology have affected
cartography. Some current forces for change in cartography are
interactivity, multimedia, computer-animation and the Internet. Cartographers complain of a missing quality in the maps associated with this new
technology. This paper examines the meaning of quality in cartography.
It is argued that only when terms such as quality are understood in a
larger, external context can the goal of map-making - making better
maps - be pursued. This includes esthetical and cognitive aspects as well
as aspects of communication, GIS and geographic visualization.
Keywords: Map quality, Internet cartography, Multimedia cartography

INTRODUCTION

"Although the WWW meets
most of the needs of the 'new
cartography'. .. the cartographic response has focused on
a missing 'quality' ... "

"This concern with graphic
quality arises from subjective
criteria ofgood and bad that are
often not explicitly stated, even
among cartographers."

GE~ERAL CONCEPTSOF

QUALITY

he Inte rnet h as brought about a major change in how maps are distribu ted. Analogous to the invention of printing, the capabilities of the
Internet for map reproduction and delivery can be seen as a revolution
(Peterson 1995, 1997). Although the WWW meets most of the needs of the
"new cartography" (Taylor 1994, Muller 1997), such as enabling in teractive
and dynamic maps and using technologies associated with multimed ia, the
cartographic response has focused on a missing "quality" (Dickmann 1997,
Crampton 1997, Harrower et. al. 1997), in particular, the lack of graphic
quality and resolution.
This concern with the graphic quality of computer-produced maps is not
new in cartography. Concerns were raised in the 1960's and 1970's abou t
early computer maps, w ith similar reservations still expressed about maps
produced by GIS software. This concern with graphic quality arises from
subjecti ve crite ria of good and bad that are often not explicitly stated, even
am ong cartographers. Numerous ideas have emerged in the cartographic
literature about how to improve maps, w ithout specifically defining the
concept of quality in relation to maps. The increased use and the further
development of technologies like interactivity, multimedia and computeranimation, have led to new cartographic expressions and products and
intensified the questioning of map quality. Problems arise when these new
products and expressions are judged using the former definitions of
quality.
Thi s paper deals with the meaning of quality in cartography. The fi rst
section wi ll consider the concept of quality developed in other areas,
particularly philosophy and economics. The second part focuses on the
more general meaning of the term quality, and the consequences that must
be considered when thinking about the quality of maps. A synoptic interpretation of the importance of understanding quality is given in the conclusion which analyzes quality in relation to major trends in cartography,
particularly developments like in teractivity, multimedia and map distribution through the Internet.

T

The problem of defining quality is neither new nor especially a cartographic task. The meaning of quali ty has been examined, in general terms,
by philosophers and more specifically through such economic concepts as
product value. Some of these concepts can be seen as relevant to the question
of the "quality of maps" and thus have an impact on the way ca rtographers
think about quality.
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Philosophical definitions of quality

The general branch of philosophy that is concerned with qu ality in terms of
"value" is ca lled axiology. Axiology is commonly di vided into ethics and
aesthetics. Ethics focuses, first of all, on the value o f "goodness" and
"badness," as, for instance, in human activities. Aesthetics dea ls with the
\VOrth of "beauty" a nd "ugliness." Bo th ethics and aesthetics can be seen
as determinants in the development of the general meaning of quality in
every human being, including cartographers and map users. Every perception or feeli ng of "good " or "beautifu l" can be seen as being a result of these
conceptions.
Both e thics and aesthetics are important in cartography. Ethics is
important because it is concerned w ith determining the value o f va rious
human actions, and why they have these values. The mentioned values
and ethical convictions have to be seen as resu lting from the judgment of the
action by o ther subjects. Therefore, ethics can be seen as the dynamic and
permanently changing resul t of many judgments of actions of various
subjects by various persons. Because o f the decis ive role of those who are
judging the actions, the social, cultural and spatial milieu of these people
influence the result. Examples of the dynamics of e thical values can be
found in ou r daily life. For instance, corporal punishment was once
thought to be necessary in the education of childre n. Such punishment is
no longer considered to be a part of a "quality education."
Furthermore, ethics tries to analyze and explain the conditions and
d e term inants that influence the subjects, their actions and the ethical
judg ment of othe r subjects. In o the r words, our understanding of a "good
map" is, like other ethical judgments, a result and an ex pression of our
ethical unde rs tanding, •vhich is, aside from other d e terminan t aspects, the
resul t of the actions (maps) of previous subjects (ca rtographers).
In this context, an unde rstanding of ethics must consider the relationships between the internal and external aspects and influences of a subject.
As M cHaffic (1990) has pointed out with reference to cartography," ... it is
difficult to imagine how cartographers can create e thi ca l standards which
do not in some way refer to values created outside the discipline." This idea
has been e'panded by Monmonie r (1991}, who has argued, tha t every
action o f a cartographer (a map) has to be seen as a" ... major s trand in the
web of social relations by w hich cartographers project their va lues into the
world." Harley states that "Each map is a mani festo fo r a set o f beliefs
about the wo rld " (Harley 1991, p.13). This leads to Crampton's (1995) idea
of a dialectical relationship between internal and external aspects of a
spatial a na lysis system. Ethics can the n be seen as the source of the
cartogrnpher's "mora l authorization" in terms of the role of cartography in
the world , as well as the \·\ 'ay in \·v h ich the \·vorld is represented in maps .
Aesthetics is important in expla ining \.vhy we "feel" beauty, because it
expresses quality in both sensory and non-sensory terms. Quality, in the
aesth etical sense, includes both a judg ment about the object and a judgment
about the perception of the object. A s tatement like "this map is beautiful"
is not onl y an opinion about the map but about the perception of the person
\-vho makes this statement. When eva luating the aesthetical qua lity of
maps, it is necessary to consider this relationship.
Besides these aesthetic I e thica l-oriented distinctions, there a re more
value-oriented distinctions of quality that are both useful and plausible. To
illustrate, two generally different ways of understanding qua lity can be
considered. From a more idealistic viewpoint, an absolute va lue exists that
can only be reached theoretically, but should be aspired to in any case.
Examples of this view can be fo und from Plato ("idea of the good") to Kant

"... ethics and aesthetics can be
seen as determinants in the
develop111e11 t of the general
111enni11g of quality in evenJ
hum an being, including cartographers and map users."

".. .our understanding of a
''good map" is ... a res ult and
an expression of our ethical
understanding ... "

''Qua! ity, i11 the nesthetical
sense, includes both a judgment
about the object a11d a judgment
nbou t the perception of the
object."
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"If a11 absolute, ... Palue of
quality for a 111ap exists, a11d this
quality is aspired to, then every
map has to be judged by that
value, .. . If ... the quality of a
111ap 111ea11s that a map only
must 111eet the needs of a certain
user i11 a specific situation, 111aps
created by the 11ew technologies
can better meet this
requirement."

"The judging of the quality of
111aps is rarely fo1111ded i11
rational reasoning but is the
result ofjust this meta-entity, a
pre-i11tellectual awareness of
sorts."
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("quality as a form of perception"). The more realistic I pragmatic view of
quality assumes that every value (quality) has to be seen in its relation to the
being (reality), i.e., in relation to time, space and the participants (involved
or acting persons). In contrast to the idealistic understanding of quality, the
proponents of the pragmatic I realistic understanding do not believe that an
absolute value exists (as in "this map is good/beautiful"). Rather, they
argue that the understanding of quality not only changes over time, but also
with the judging person and his/ her (social, cultural, intellectual) background. While those of the idealistic viewpoint believe that an object, such
as a mountain, retains its quality even if it is not seen for a thousand years,
the proponents of the realistic view assume that the quality of the object can
only be judged in its relationship to an individual perception.
Similar idealistic and realistic distinctions can be applied to cartography
as well. For example, the system of hypsometrical representation of terrain
by Imhof (1969) - "as natural-like as possible" - uses an absolute concept
of quality. The development of cogniti ve ideas in cartography leads to an
increasing application of the realis tic definition of quality. These different
positions can also be found in the discussions of quality and maps on the
Internet. lf an absolute, highest value of quality for a map exists, and this
quality is aspired to (for example, by improving the graphica l quality), then
every map has to be judged by that value, including maps on the Internet. If,
on the other hand, the quality of a map means that a map on ly must meet
the needs of a certain user in a specific sih1ation, maps created by the new
technologies can better meet this requirement.
A pragmatic definition of quality as vnlue, as su ggested by Pirsig (1974),
has been established in economic theories (Dobyns & Crawford-Manson
1994). Pirsig's definition of quality as the harmony of "subject and object"
can be seen as a way of understanding the meaning of quality in maps. The
analogous harmony of maps, the ol1;ect, and the mental image of reality, the
subject, can only be achieved by objects (maps) meeting a "pre-intellectual
awareness" (Pirsig 1974, p.240). In Pirsig's sense, as interpreted by DiSanto
& Steele (1990), q11nlity is relative. Pirsig argues that quality cannot be
defined as the "rational self" of a product, but must also include the cause,
source and creator of subjects and objects (DiSanto & Steele 1990, p.183). In
this sense, different people will judge quality differently. The quality of a
particular object I subject-situation (such as driving a motorcycle through
America) is neither explainable nor understandable with mind or with
matter, but as a third entity, that formulated by Pirsig " ... as the parent, the
source of all subjects and objects." In this sense, an objective understanding
of quality is not possible because quality is experienced as a meta-entity, a
pre-inte llectual awareness.
This definition of quality seems to be a plausible explanation fur cartographic interpretations. The judg ing of the quality of maps is rarely
founded in rational reasoning but is a result of just this meta-entity, a preintellectual awareness of sorts. If subjectivity affects the understanding of
quality, then every attempt to define a general, objective theory or formalization of quality for maps will be unsuccessfu l.

Concepts of Quality in Economics
Quality has always been a major concern in business. Here, the meaning of
quality can be seen as the ability of a product to serve in a useful capacity,
in comparison to other products. This definition of quality consists of both
objective, measu rable criteria (for example, the chemical purity of an
element) and subjecti ve criteria. Such subjective criteria describe the
comparative usefu lness of similar products in satisfying specific needs.
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The use of the term quality in business is mostly ori ented to the needs of
the user. An example would be the question of whether the quality of a
horse as a transport medium decreased w ith the invention of automobiles.
The ability of a horse to satisfy the needs of a user (to bring him I her from
point A to point B) is changed in a relative sense. The meaning of quality in
this context addresses only the ability of the object to satisfy the particular
need, as compared to other products, and has no signifi cance for the
individual's perception of an object-subject-relationship (as in the example
of the horse rider and the horse).
Such subjective criteria can be recorded by consistently monitoring all
parts of a system, as, for example, in Deming's method of improving the
quality of vvhole industries that was influenced by the rivalry between
Japanese and American industrial capabilities. Deming (1986) pointed out
that a paradigm change from a quantity production-oriented system to a
qualit~· production-oriented business system is one of the most reasonable
ways of adapting the capabilities of industrial branches. In Deming's vie\v,
the key to a continuous improvement in quality is to overcome the so-called
"separation beliefs" which assume that isolated decisions and actions
could cause general changes in the whole system. By understanding the
relationship and complexity beh·veen the main influencing parameters of a
system, as in the case of industry branches, business, politics, society, or
education, a continuous adaption to "better quality" becomes possible.
By understanding cartography as a system, consisting of mapmakers,
tools, products and users, similar arguments could apply. To improve the
quality of the whole system ("to make maps") the relationships and the
context of all determinant parameters have to be monitored.
To answer the question of what a quality map is, ca rtographers have
attempted to define the map's functions. In answering what a good map is,
cartographers have discussed map functions and how they might be
efficiently carried out. Cartographic definitions of qua/ ity fall into different
categories:
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"To improve the quality of the
whole system ('to make maps')
the relationships and the co11 text
ofde term inen t parameters ha-ue
to be monitored."

CARTOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES
ON QUALITY

Maps as pleasing to the eye: Aesthetics and Pleasure
According to this view (Spiess 1996, Kelnhofer 1996), a major function of
maps is their ability to stimulate a form of pleasure. Pleasure, in this sense,
has to be seen as the aesthetical form of sensory and non-sensory quality,
whether on the level of perceptions, feelings or thoughts. The graphic
variables used in cartography (Bertin 1967) are not only important because
of their role as a transmitter of quantitative I gualitative information but
also because of their role in transporting aesthetica l aspects (Tufte 1983,
Spiess 1996 ). Therefore, g raphics have to be seen as the tool for stimulating
a form of pleasure. If the map fai ls in this role, it will be judged as "ugly" or
of "low quality."
The statement that an Internet-map has " low quality" often arises from
this point of view and means that the map does not meet some sort of
aesthetical standards. The concern is, therefore, focused on the graphical
design and potential of the map. Judgments like this, referring to the poor or
missing aesthetical aspects of maps, do not take into considera tion the other
functions of the map.
Aesthetical aspects are only a part of cartographic quality. The graphics
developed by cartographers may be viewed as a continuous improvement to
meet the aesthetical and perceptive demands of the map users. Cartographers throughout time have tried to improve their maps, with a major part
of these improvements foc using on the aesthetica l functions. Research on

"... a major ft111ctio11 of maps is
their ability to stimulate aform
ofpleasure. Pleasure, in this
sense, has to he seen as the
aesthetical form ofse11sory and
non-sensory quality, whether on
the Level ofperceptions, feel i11gs
or thoughts."
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perception, graphic variables and map design supports this concern
(MacEachren 1995 ).
Maps as a Communication Device

"... the map has high quality
when the map transfers
i11for111ato11 and the user receives
the message clearly . .. "

By defining a map as a communica tion device (Robinson 1952, Robinson &
Petchenik 1976), the meaning of quality changes. In this view, the map has
high quality when the map trans fers information and the user receives the
message clearly, i.e., the user receives the message the cartographer has in
mind. Therefore, a cartographer would judge a map as good if the user
receives the intended information without interference. The graphicalaesthetical aspects are important here as well because of their ability to
enhance or interfere with the communication process. For those who view
the quality of a map as a communication device, it is, nevertheless, possible
to speak of a good map, even if the map is "graphically poorly designed," as
long as the information has reached the receiver correctly (Morrison 1978).
If the concept of quality considers the source, object and subject, as do the
theories of Deming and Pirsig, then the guality of a map can not be judged
by its graphical-aesthetical design alone. By defining graphical design, it
becomes a suitable means to reach improved quality.
Processing Maps in the Mind: Cognitive Quality

"The quality of a map, in terms
of cognitive quality, has to be
judged by its ability to co nform
to the way maps are mentally
processed."

"... a map can be judged as
good if it moves into the
receiver's mind in such a ioay
that it can be connected with
stored knowledge or is stored for
future use."

The quality of a map, in terms of cognitive quality (Peterson 1994), has to be
judged by its ability to conform to the way maps are mentally processed. In
Peterson's opinion, maps are internalized in some way and are connected
to former and future knowledge. At a later time, the stored mental image or
information stored in non-image form can be used . The mental processing
of maps is described as interactive, dynamic, multimedia!, and multidimensional, consequently, Peterson rates the quality of maps in terms of
their similarity to these attributes. The recent technological innovations like
interactivity, multimedia and animation are, therefore, helpful steps in
improving the quality of maps because of their greater similarity to the
mental processing of maps.
According to this view, a map can be judged as good if it moves into the
receiver' s mind in such a way that it can be connected w ith stored knowledge (mental maps) or is stored for future use. The m ap's primary function,
then, is not to be found in the production, presentation or immediate
reception, but in how it helps our mental processing of spatial information.
Therefore, it is possible that graphically poorly designed maps can be seen as
having high quality. In fact, the quality of a map cannot be determined until
long after it has been used.
Furthermore, proponents of this view extend the meaning of quali ty from
beyond the actual communication process to the impacts and consequences
that the map's in fo rmation has for the mental processing of spatial information. This cou ld help to overcome one of the weaknesses of information
theory associated with cartographic communication, by explaining how
knowledge can be acquired by the receiver that the sender had not intended.
Using this definition, the meaning of quality is not only expanded, but an
adequate explanation of the new cartographic products that have resulted
from the use of technologies such as interactive maps, multimedia, computer-animation or hypermedia can be given. Earlier concepts of quality in
cartography often cannot judge the quality of these new cartographic
expressions. By using the concept of "cognitive quality," a more adequate
evaluation of these new cartographic expressions becomes possible.
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The GIS Approach
Cartography has been intensely influenced by the development and use of
geographic information systems (GIS). Wi th such a powerful influence on
the cartographic community, the development of G!S has led to different
\•v ays of viewing the meaning of quality and enhancing the analytical
potential and usage of maps.
For GIS, a map is a derivation of an abstract and scale-less ("primary")
model of a part of the \·v orld (Bartelme 1995, Maguire & Dangermond 1991 ).
Therefore, the quality of a map has to be seen not only in its ability to meet
the aestlicticnl a11ti i11for111atio11a/ demands of the user but also in its ability to
meet the tcc/1110/ogical needs of the GIS-system. As a consequence, quality,
according to this \"iew, is a measure of how well the map ("secondary
model" ) is derived from the model and how well it meets the demands of the
system in terms of supporting the presentation and visualization tasks (Bill
1994, Mark & Frank 1995).
The secondary model requires the use of generalization methods. Many
doubt that general formalization algorithms for an automatic derivation of
maps from a primary model can be found (Kelnhofer 1996). Therefore, this
major aspect of the understanding of the quality of a 111ap in context with GIS,
the qua/if}/ of derir.•atio11, can be seen as using absolute concepts by defining a
highest goal (" formalized and automated derivation"), to which we should
aspire.

"... quality, ... is a measure of
how well the 111ap is derived from
the model and how well it meets
the dema 11ds of the system in
terms ofsupporting the presentation and visualization tasks. "

The Visualization Approach
Geographic visualization (Gvis), as formulated by Di Biase (1990) and
MacEachren (1994 ), has to be seen in close relationship to the development
of computer graphic data processing. In this approach, the functions of a
map can be divided into presenting, communicating, analyzing and
exploring spatial data. The definition of quality is, therefore, extended to the
abi lity and capacity of a map to lead to more questions. By extending the
definition to include the abi lity to interact with a map (as a result of technological development), maps have not only the function to present something
known but also to make something unknown perceivable and knowable.
Understanding quality according to this approach has to be seen as
technology-oriented and usage-oriented. Technology-oriented because
geographic visualization demands that maps have specific abilities and
characteristics such as interactivity and dynamic processing, and usageoriented because the quality of Cl map is judged by its abil ity to enable
"visual thinking" and to meet the needs (explanation, confirmation,
.;;ynthesis and presentation) and interests of the user, whether private or
public.
This usage-orientation of geographic visualization implies "some
connotations" (MacEachren 1995, p . 452). MacEachren has noted that by
trying to define the goal of visualization as making presentations as
pictorial as possible ("moving toward realism"), implications for the
interaction between scientists and the society can be expected. The potential
of "scientific representations more like the real world" (p.452) at the societal
level, in terms of becoming public, can be seen as another approach to the
meaning of quality in the context of cartography.

The recent deYelopments in cartography, driven by technological innovations, have led to new forms of cartographic expression and to new cartographic products. The common definitions and understanding of qua li ty

"The definition of quality is, . ..
extended to the ability and
cnpaci ty of a 111ap to lead to more
questions. "

CONCLCSION
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"Maps on co111puter screens
cai111ot co111pare with paper
maps i11 their graphical resoflltion; 11evertheless, they can have
lriglrerquality. "

" In pursuing tire goal of cartography to 111ake 'better' maps, it is
... i111porta11t . .. to understand
and co111prehe11d what 'better'
means.
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may not be useful in judging these new forms of mapping. This assessment
should not be mis interpreted as a justification for lower quality maps on the
Internet iv here suitable methods are developed to fit the needs (a nd deficiencies) of technology, but should be seen as an a ttem pt to find ap propriate
and fair judgment criteria.
To further develo p the unders tand ing of quality, theories in both phjlosophy and business offer soprusticated concepts and ideas that can lead
to a be tter understanding of the meaning of quality in cartography as well.
In this context, it is necessary to realize that the defin ition of quality
changes with time, space, and social context. Cartography is also d y namic.
A statement such as "this map is a quality map" has different meanings
with changing time, space or social context, and has, therefore, to be seen as
both a s tate ment about the perception of the user and as a statement about
the map. This suggests that any improvement in quality must take this view
into consideration.
Cartographers o ften use deontological (concerning the rules) forms of
thinking w hen considering the quality of maps. By considering the goals
and the consequences o f an action (the map) in a teleologica l (conce rrung
the goa ls) way of thinking (like the cognitive quality approach by Peterson
o r the visuali za tion approach by MacEachren), actions (maps) would be
va lued that tend to promote the realization of the ri g ht goals as good, and
the realization of bad goa ls as bad.
Maps on computer screens cannot compare with paper m aps in their
graphical resolution; nevertheless, they can have higher quality. For some
cartographers, thi s statement is problem atical. It ma y become mo re acceptable if the te rm quality is replaced with the term un/11e, as Pirs ig suggests.
DiSanto & Steele (1990) make the same point when they note that: "I can
understand that a Ford Taurus may be a better value than a Rolls Royce, but
I ha ve a hard time seeing it as having greater quality."
In pursuing the goal of cartography to make "better" maps, it is no t only
important to adapt, develop and monitor cartographic techniques, algorithms, me thods and theories but to understand a nd comprehend what
"better" means.
This pape r would no t have been written w ithout the intellectual and
organi za tional help of Mike Peterson, who hosted me during my Fu lbrightgrant in the Fall semester of 1997 at the Department o f Geography I Geology at University of Nebraska at Omaha. The comments of Cynthia Brewer,
William Cartwrig ht, Andrew Frank, Alan MacEachren, Mark Monmonier
and Judy O lson have been very helpful. Finally, I wa nt to thank Kathy
Peterson fo r h er hi g hly appreciated help of improving the "Austrian way of
writing English."
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Using Flow Maps to Visualize
Time-Series Data: Comparing the
Effectiveness of a Paper Map Series, a
Computer Map Series, and Animation
Motion and change through time are important aspects of thematic
maps. Traditionally, such data have been visualized using a series of
paper maps that represent multiple snapshots of a location over time.
These maps are visually compared by the map reader when analyzing
change over time for a location. This static view of change over time has
worked well for cartographers in the past, but today computer animation
allows cartographers to emphasize the dynamic nature of this data. By
animating a map, change over time can be represented on one map
rather than in a traditional map series. This study compared a paper map
series, a computer map series, and animated maps of the same data to
assess the effectiveness of each technique for memorizing data symbolized by graduated flow lines. Subjects were asked to study the maps and
to memorize two types of information : quantity data at specified locations on the maps and trend patterns that occurred over the maps.
Memorization of the information was subsequently tested using a series
of multiple choice questions. Analysis of response times and accuracy
rates for these questions suggest that animation does not improve
learning ability for quantity evaluations. It does appear, however, to
improve subjects' abilities to learn and remember trend patterns in the
data. Results also indicate gender differences in using animated maps.

Harry Johnson
Elisabeth S. Nelson

is defined
Tufte
as the process of using visual
V isualization
representations to describe, ex plore, and sum marize sets of data to
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better com prehend their patterns and relationships. Geographic visualization deals primarily with the representation of spatial data. The emergence
of thematic mappi ng in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
is considered by many to be the beginning of visualization in cartography
(MacEachren 1992). By focusing on the location a nd distribution of a single
feature, thematic mc1ps present specific information and aid in discovering
previously hidden aspects of the data.
Motion and ch ange through time are important aspects of the matic
mapping. In fact, MacEachren (1992, 126) notes that "[g]eographers are
seldom interested in a static view of the world." Unde rstanding how and
why changes occur over time requires the ability to see what has changed
and where it has changed. In \'isualizing temporal change on static maps,
cartographers have traditionally chosen between two strategies. They may
either d epict limited aspects of temporal change on a single m ap, or they
may use a map series to show multiple snapshots of a location over time.
The resulting map sets are then visua lly compa red by the map reader
when analyzing change over time for a location.
These static \' iews of change over time have worked \·v ell for cartographers in the past. In today's computer-oriented world, however, animation can be used lo emphasize the temporally dynamic nature of data.
Through animation, cartographers ca n incorporate temporal change
directly into the map. Ti me-series data can be viewed in continuous
succession or as movement across the screen rather than as separate s tatic
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"... static views of change o·uer
time have worked well for
cartographers in the past.
Th rough animation, cartographers can incorporate temporal
change directly into the map."
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"The study reported
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abilities to 111e111orize and recall
temporal patterns and information whell 111npped usillg either
a paper 111np series, n computer
map series, or a11illlnted maps."
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events. This capability is certainly intriguing and bound to capture the
imagination, but what advantages, if any, does it bring to map reading and
map use?
The study reported here provides some insight into this question by
evaluating subjects' abilities to memorize and recall temporal patterns and
information when mapped using either a paper map series, a computer
map series, or animated maps. Subjects were asked to study the maps and
to memorize two types of information: quantity data at specified locations
on the mnps and trend patterns that occurred across the maps. Memorization of the information was subsequently tested using a series of multiple
choice questions to evaluate how well each map display worked for
obtaining and recalling these two quite different forms of geographic
information.
The thematic mapping technique used to symbolize the temporal data
in this study was the graduated flow line. The choice of the graduated
flow line was deliberate. There has been no research conducted into the
proper visualization of linear from-to relationships in an an imated form
(Tobler 1987). Instead, the majority of animation resea rch has focused on
areal representations (Moellering 1984; Slocum, Robeson, and Egbert
1990), although dot symbolization has also been examined (Dorling 1992).
Results of these studies suggest that animated maps using such symbolization techniques require the map reader to constantly shift eye focus
throughout the animation. The obvious consequence of this requirement is
that it is not possible to observe changes in one section of the map while
concentrating on another section. Therefore, since the map is constantly
changing, portions of the data are missed . An animated flow line, however, could allow the map reader to focus on one point, the forward tip,
throughout the animation. Since the data represented by points on the line
are sequential, the change in data will be followed smoothly by the eye.
This characteristic of graduated flow lines should make this technique
more easily transferred to an animated format.
In thematic cartography, line symbols are used to show a variety of
relationships. In their simpler forms they may show connectivity between
places, boundaries separating regions, or differences in categorical attributes of linear objects. The symbolization of such data is most often
accomplished using qualitative methods, where cartographers represent
differences in values by varying the direction, color, or shape of the lines in
question. When the goal of the map is to show quantitative d iffe rences,
then symbolization becomes more complex. Here, differences in data
values arc shown most frequently by varying line widths to match the
\'arying data values. This technique is commonly referred to as graduated
flm·v line mapping. It was first introduced in the early to mid-nineteenth
century to aid investigators in creating external visualizations of new
topics and relationships (Wood 1994 ).
Graduated f101.v line mapping is ideal for symbolizing data that contains a distinct from-to relationship (Dent 1993). Monmonier (1993, 189)
notes that "[f]lows - of people, products, or information - often seem to
beg for cartographic portrayal." While size or value may be a secondary
variable to impart importance to the linear feature, direction has the
dominant role. The movement from one place or area to another deserves
prominent and unambiguous symbolization and this can be achieved
quite clearly by using graduated flow lines. In choosing a symbol to
represent migration data, for example, Tobler (1987, 157) states that "(t]he
simplest graphic is the rectangular flow band with width proportional to
the flow and stretching from starting centroid to ending centroid."
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Tobler also notes, howen~r, that there are no r u les that allO\'\' an un<lmbiguous choice for the ~c,1lc of the line. Most perceptual studies on graduated symbols have conccntr<lted primarily on circles, squares, wedges, and
text (e.g., Flannery 1971; Crawford 1971; 1973; Cox 1976; Groop and Cole
L978; Shortridge 1979). In her review of graduated symbol studies, Fraczck
(198.f) found that few studies deal with symbols other than circles. The
few re ferences found o n the subject of graduated flow lines do offer
suggestions for symbol scaling. Tobler (1987) notes tha t having the w idth
proportional to the flow milg nitude is thought to be more correctl y
in terpreted than othe r method s, although he points out that this has not
been pro,·en. Monmonier ( 1993) states that thick lines are cumbe rsome
and th at s ize is less flexible \Vhen usi ng line sym bols as o pposed to po int
symbols. The re are no known s tudies examining the scaling of flO\v lines
or the utility o f flow line mapping in an animated con tex t.
Regardless of the thematic mapping technique chosen, the cartogra pher's
goa l is" ... to prm·oke intuitive apprecia tion of the salient characteristics
of a data set" (Robertson 1988, 2.+3). Time-series data has traditionally
been difficult for cartographers to handle due to the limiting fac to rs of the
printed static map. Fortun a tely, many of these rest ri ctions disappear in ,1
digi tal cartographic environment. The electronic map is an ideal med ium
for the o rganiza ti on, presentation, and communication of the g rowing
volume o f today's di git,11 spilti,11 data. New mapping techniques associated with the digital realm, however, need to be s tudied by cartographic
researche rs. Results of research that have been gathe red on the perceptual
and cogniti,·e aspects o f traditional printed maps a nd subsequ e ntly used
to improve map design may very well no t apply to these new forms of
spa tial visualization. Tc1ylor ( 1993, 50) goes so far as to state that
"[r]elatively little cartograph ic research has been carried out in this area
bu t its obvio us importance may lead to a revitalization of research and
applications in the fi eld of ca rtogra phic communication."
Traditional Visualization Techniques. To effectively map change in
data O\·er time, two strategies have been traditionally used in cartography.
The first is a single map that shows limited aspects of change in or acros~
space. The second is a ~cries of maps that can be visually compared
(MacEachren 1992). Single map representations can take the form of either
dance maps or change maps (Monmonie r 1990). Dance maps, a term
coined from choreogrnphy dia g ram s, often use directional symbols to
portray change over time. These symbols can vary in size to r ep resent
relative magnitude, o r vary in label, color, or pattern to rep resent a pa rticular group or time period. An exa mple might be a map showing the
changing center of population for the United States over some specified
time period. Change maps d epict only the change between time events.
Symbols \'ary in ,·aluc, 5i/e, or some other visu a l variable to represent
ch<1nge in direction, rilte, or ,1bsolute amount of change. In this case, the
map might be a choropleth map of the Cnited States where change in the
population for each state is shown for a given time period.
Map series representiltions present indi\'idual snapshots of a single
time period for each map in the series. These maps ha\'e been called chess
maps, after the diagram5 of chess matches published in ne\.,·spapers
(Monmonier 1990). Sometimes a d~· na mic process can only be observed by
a series of s ingle-data c<1rtog raph ic snapsho ts. A set of separate maps
C\'enly spaced in time i1llow5 the reader to assess di rectio n, pace of change,
and patterns of density for indi vidual dates. Scale, for ma t, symbols, and
classification mus t be standardi zed between the se para te maps in the
series to facilitate comparisons. juxtaposition is a lso desirable to aid the

VISUALIZI'.'JG TlME-SERIES
DATA
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eye's need to ju mp back and forth between maps to detect differences
(Monmonier 1993). If the maps are not juxtaposed on the same page, this
m ay cause confusion as the map user flips between pages to compare the
maps. Such confusion will naturally h inder the communication of information to the map user (Campbell and Egbert 1990). To avoid these problems, several researchers have proposed using animation to bring both the
tem poral and spatial aspects of data together in a single, integrated
display (Moellering 1980; Ca lkins 1984; Campbell and Egbert 1990; Weber
and Buttenfield 1993).
Animation as a Visualization Technique. Animation has been a topic
in cartograph y for over thirty-five years (Thrower 1959; 1961). As a
potential visualization technique, it has been recognized as a way to give
an impression of conti n uous change to match the constantly changing
process of the mapped phenomena. The computer entered the realm of
animation in the mid-1960's, allowing individual frames to be photographed straight from the monitor (Cornwell and Robinson 1966). Today,
advances in both hardware and software allow the cartographer many
options in representing geographic data (Gersmehl 1990).
Visualizing geographic data using animation can be accomplished in a
variety of ways (see Moellering 1984; Di Biase, et al. 1992; Darling 1992). Of
these, Darling's (1992) work is most closely aligned with this research.
Darling separates animation in to three categories. He defines animating
space as the process of panning and zooming around a two-dimensional
static image. This is not normally considered cartographic animation.
Animating time is a process where actions are played out on a nonmoving map. Hence, time is used to show differences in space and movement is used to represent a fu nction of time. Three-dimensional animation
is the process that makes use of movement, perspective, shading, and
shadows to compensate for the Jack of an actual third dimension. In his
experiences experimenting with cartographic an imations, Darling found
that animating space was the most useful techniq ue. He found animating
time useful in illustrating change to other people, but less useful for
investigational purposes. This technique works best when movement is
involved. The brain's poor visual memory was identified as a factor in
these results. Three-dimensional animation was found to be confusing,
though this is the direction currently being pursued in scientific visualization.
Cartographic animation is a visualization tool that may be used to
increase understanding of data distributions over and above that gained
from traditional paper map series or computer map series. Caution must
be exercised when using animation so that the data relationships are of
primary importance and animation is used as a tool and not just to showcase technology (Ca lkins 1984; Campbell and Egbert 1990). For example, in
a study on sequenced choropleth maps, the test subjects greatly preferred
the animated sequencing; however, test resu lts did not support the
usefulness of the technique (Slocum, Robeson, and Egbert 1990). Research
with regard to information retention, visualization ability, choice of
thematic method, graphic symbolization, and legend design, as well as the
new choice of dynamic variables, is needed to ascertain the best ways of
displaying animated maps (Campbell and Egbert 1990; MacEachren and
DiBiase 1991; DiBiase et al. 1992; Karl 1992; Monmonier 1992; 1993;
Peterson 1995).
Graduated flow maps illustrate the movement of any measurable quantitative variable from one area or place to another (Dent 1993). Map readers
typically use flow maps to ascertain movement of quantities, whether
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depicted exactly or in classes. For time-series data, they can also use flow
maps to d etermine general trend patterns. A general question of whether
the technique of animation allm-vs the map reader to better learn and
remember flow line data \"''as broken into two separate research hypotheses. These hypotheses, sta ted below, were designed tu test two map
reading tasks, quantity evaluation and trend pattern recognition:
• When compared to printed and static computer map series, animated
map displays shou ld not significantl y improve map reader's response times or accuracy rates for quantity eval uation tasks.
•Map readers should be able to complete trend pattern recognition
tasks more quickly and more accurately in an animated environment.
It is expected that the emerging visualization technique of animation
will not improve the evaluation of specific flow quantities . Quantity
evaluation is more of an informational or investigative task. Dorling (1992)
reports that animation does not serve this purpose well. Quantity evaluation is site and time specific; each point in each time period is learned
sepa ratel y. To properly evaluate the amount o f flow, not only d oes the
map reader have to locate the points of interest along the line, but also
compare the width of the line at those points to the legend. Animation
should not aid in the comparison between the map and the legend.
It is expected, however, that animation will improve the recognition of
flow trend patterns. This expectation also is deri ved from Dorling (1992),
who found that animations were useful when illustrating change to map
readers, especially when movement was involved . Since patterns are not
dependent on studying the legend, the points of interest can be observed
and compared directly over time. Attention does no t have to shift away
from the animated sequence. Also, animation allows the map reader to
view changes over time o n a sing le display by expanding or shrinking the
line accordingly. In contrast, paper map series and computer map series
require the map reader to make comparisons across multiple maps to
judge d iffe rences in line w idths over time.

This study compared subjects' abilities to learn time-series graduated flow
line data using three different visualization techniques: paper map series,
compute r map series, and animation. The primary intent was to assess the
usefulness of these different visu alization techniques for two types of
spatial tasks: quanhty evaluation and trend patte rn recognition.
Subjects. Sixty-five volunteers from undergrad uate geograph y classes
at San Diego State University participated in the study. The subject group
consisted of 39 males and 26 females. Participants received class credit for
completing the experiment.
Materials. The maps used were highly simpli fied, imaginary representa tions of a river and its surrounding watershed . The ri ver was made up of
twenty-three line segments, roughly equal in length. Two points represen ting •,,vater flow gauging stations were identified along the length of the
river. These sta tions, id entified by leader lines on the map, were located at
the mid-points of segments four and eighteen. A title, legend, and year
indica tor were also included (Figu re 1). The legend showed fl ow lines for
fi\'e absolute quantities. These quantities represented aggregate an nual
water flow for the river depicted. For each of the five flow quantities in the
data set, a correspond ing line w idth was assigned. These w idths were
measured in pixels for the compu ter m aps and in inches for the paper

"A general question of whether
the technique of animation
allows the map reader to better
learn a11d remember flow line
data was broken into two
separate hypotheses . .. that
were designed to test two map
reading tasks, quantity evaluation and tre11d pattern recognition ."
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maps. The paper maps were rendered to match the computer maps as
closely as possible in all aspects of design.
Data Sets. Four independent data sets re presenting aggregate annual
water flow were created for the experiment, two fo r each type of map task.
For the quantity evaluation task, data '"''ere generated for the two line
segments containing gauging stations by rolling a six-sided die. Once the
gauging station values were determined, the \'alues for the remaining
segments of the river were assigned to create a roughly smooth flowing
surface. This method was repeated three times to establish data for each of
three different time periods. As the trend pattern recognition data were
assigned specifica ll y to enforce trend patterns at each of the two target line
segments over a six year time interval, no die roll was employed. Identical
methods were used to generate the second data sets.
The extra data sets were necessary to effectively e\'aluate the visualization techniques. In an earlier pilot study, subject responses indicated that
learning the quantities and trend patterns at three points over six time
periods led to accuracy rates no better than chance. Two changes in the
experimental design provided subjects with a better chance of completing
the tasks successfully. First, the number of gauging s tations on the test
maps \·vas reduced from three to two. The data sets used in testing ·w ere
also shortened from six years "v\'Orth of data to three years for the quantity
e\'aluation tasks. This change in experimental design reduced the total
number of possible tasks for the subjects to perform. The use of additional
data sets counteracted this effect. Using two data sets, subjects completed
twenty-four tasks. Half the tasks were quantity evaluations and half were
trend pattern recognition tasks. Six tas ks of each type were composed
from each data set.
Once the data were determined, answer sets were generated. Random
rolls of a six-sided die determined the order of question presentation. Each
question had three choices, presented to the subject in a multiple-choice
format. Die rolls also determined the values for the t\.vo incorrect choices,
as well as the position of the correct answer on the question display. Three
test maps (one for each year's worth of data) were then rendered for each
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of two data sets; these '"''ere used for the quantity evaluation tasks. For the
trend pattern recognition tasks, six maps were rendered for each data set.
Visualization and Testing Procedures. Each subject was randomly
assigned to one of three groups. The control group viewed a series of
paper maps. The second grou p viewed a series of static maps similar to
the paper maps on a computer screen. This group was included to represent a middle ground between the paper and animated environments. The
final group viewed animated map sequences. Subjects in all groups
performed the same two task types: quantity evaluation tasks and trend
pattern recognition tasks. Each subject performed practice tests prior to
taking the actual experiment. These tests allowed them to become familiar
with the specific task requirements and the method of query and response
used. Different data sets were used for these preliminary tests.
The quantity evaluation tasks tested subject memory of data quantities
for multiple time periods. Subjects, tested individually, studied the
quantities represented by the graduated flow lines at each gauging station
for three years. Those assigned to the paper map group studied a set of
three paper maps. Subjects who viewed the maps on the computer studied
a series of maps in sequen tial order by year. Subjects assigned to the
anim ation group viewed a sequence of three years' worth of data in a
controlled animation program .
The animation sequence was such that when the sequence began, the
linear feature had no data represented; the line was thin and of uniform
width (Figure 2). The linear feature was then over-written by line seg-
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ments representing the aggregate flow data for the year being shown. This
overwritin g moved from the starting point to the ending point of the line.
Duration of the overwriting movement was six seconds. O nce the first
year's data were fully represented, another second passed as the time
period incremented. The first year's flow line was then overwritten by the
second year's flow line (Figure 3). This process continued until all three
years had been presented. The screen was then cleared to indicate to the

;

"The qun11tity evaluation tasks
tested subject memory of data
quantities for multiple time
periods. "
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"Wiren the test questions began,
a specific gauging station, year,
and three 11111neric quantities
·were shown 1111der the reference
graphic. The subject was asked
to indicate which of the values
best described the quantity of
flow tlrat occurred at that
station for the year i11 q11estio11. "

subject that the cycle was complete. The entire sequence was then repeated
using the same data for two more cycles.
The static computer display operated in a slightly different manner.
Each map was viewed for seven seconds and then was replaced by the
next map in the series. The entire static computer map series was repeated
three times. Subjects could not control either the animation or static
computer display sequence. The total viewing time for each of the computer displays equaled the length of time that subjects in the control group
studied the paper maps (approximately 1 minute). The viewing time, as
well as the cycling time for the computer generated maps and animation,
were determined during a pilot study undertaken before gathering data
for this study. At the conclusion of the specified viewing time, the paper
maps were removed from view, and both computer visualizations ended.
All subjects, regardless of the group to which they were assigned,
answered the test questions on the computer so that reaction times could
be recorded. Subject short-term memory was purged by displaying a text
screen containing instructions on the correct method for answering the test
questions. The elapsed time taken to read the instructions was between
thirty and sixty seconds. Each subject was then shown a computer graphic
depicting the outline of the river and the gauging station locations \.vithout
any data representation. When the test questions began, a specific gauging
station, year, and three numeric quantities '"''ere shown under the reference graphic (Figure 4). The subject \•vas asked to indicate which of the
\'alues best described the quantity of flow that occurred at that station for
the year in ques tion. The answer and response time for each query were
recorded, as was the type of visualization strategy used to memorize the
data. Subjects made responses by pressing one of the three labeled keys on
the computer keyboard. After completing the questions for the first data
set, they repeated the process for the second data set. Twelve queries were
made in this section of the study.
The trend pattern recognition tasks tested subject memory of overall
trends for six years. In this section of the study, subjects learned trend
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patterns over time a t each gauging station ra ther than specific quantities.
Excep t for the type o f questions asked, the testing and data collection
p rocesses were simil ar to the quanti ty evaluation section o f the experiment. Here, subjects dete rmined if the trend between a specified pair of
ti mes \".'as increasing, d ecreasing, or unchanged (Fig ure 5). The numbe r of
yea rs viewed was increased from three to six to better illustrate chang ing
trend patte rns. Sin ce the total number of years was increased, the number
of viewing cycles for the static compute r display and animation groups
was also increased from three to fo ur cycles. As with the quantity evaluati on section, the total vie\ving time for each of the com puter displays
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"The trend pattem recognition
tasks tes ted subject me111ory of
overall trends fo r six yea rs. In
th is section of the study, subjects learn ed trend patterns over
time at each gauging station
rather than specific quantities."
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equaled the length of time that subjects in the control group studied the
paper maps (approximately 2 1 /2 minutes). Two data sets were used and
a total of twelve queries was also made in this section of the study.
The final section of the study required that each subject group view the
other visualization techniques. Viewing times were only for as long as the
animation sequence took to run through one cycle. The purpose here was
not for subjects to memorize data, but for them to form impressions of the
other visualization strategies available in the study. An informal written
survey was then given to ascertain their impressions of these visualization
techniques.
DATA ANALYSIS

"... females completed the 111ap
tasks 111ore acrn mtely when
11si11g the paper map series,
wl1ile 11111/es pe1for111cd the tasks
more acrnmtcly 011 the
co111puter."

The method of analysis used in this s tudy was a standard analysis of
variance (ANOV A). The dependent variables used in these analyses were
reaction times and accuracy rates. Visualization method (paper map series,
computer map series, animation) and map reading task (quantity evaluation, trend pattern recognition) were recorded for use as the independent
variables. Gender was not originally included in the experimental design;
however, due to the high turn-out of female volunteers, a gender factor
'"''as included in the model.
The analysis was performed using the General Linear Model of the
SPSS statistical software package. Subject responses and reaction times
were aggregated separately over the map reading tasks, which resulted in
two data sets of 126 observations each. As is usual with reaction time
analysis, times for incorrect answers were treated as missing data and
therefore not factored into the aggregate reaction time data set. The
general model tested the follovving main effects and interactions: GE DER, MAP TASK, VISCALIZATION GROUP, TASK*GROCP,
GENDER*GROUP and GENDER*T ASK*GROlJP. These interactions were
chosen to specifica lly evaluate the comparisons between visualiza tion
techniques. Custom hypothesis tests were also developed to C1ddress the
interaction effects in greater detail. These were specified as planned
comparisons and as such do not necessarily have to have a significant
overall F from the ANOV A to carry them out or return a significant result
(Snodgrass, Levy-Barger, and Haydon 1985).
Accuracy Rate Evaluations. Table 1, which provides the results of the
overall ANOV A for accuracy rates, clearly shows that the model was not
significant at the .05 level. Of all the main effects and interaction effects
tested, only the GENDER*GROUP interaction was significant. Figure 6b
shows graphically the form that this interaction took. This g raph suggests
that females completed the map tasks more accurately when using the

Source

df

F

Significance

Model
Gender
Map Task
Map Group
Task*Group
Gender*Group
Gender*Task*Group
Error
Total

11

1.262
.427
1.094

.255
.515
.298
.569
.732
.031
.204

Ta[,/c 1. ANO VA

I~csults

1
1
2
2
2
3
114
126

f,1r Acrnmcl/ Score:<

.566

.312
3.597
1.556
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paper map series, while males performed the tas ks more accurately on the
computer. Custom hypothesis tes ts confirmed that there was a significant
diffe re nce in accuracy rates for fema le subjects \·\'ho used the paper map
series versus iemales who used the compute r map serires to complete the
m<lp tasks (F(l , 119) = 5.155, P = 0.025). Differences in accu racy rates
be tween animation and the other \·isualization techniques ·were not
significantly different for fem;;iles. The re is a definite trend, however,
suggesting that female subjects vvho used the paper map series performed
the tasks more <Kcurately than those who used a nimation (see Table 2 for
mean clccuracy scores). l'\o sig nificant differences were found be tween the
,iccuracy rates of the different vis uali zation techniques for male subjects.
A cu stom hypothesis test was also performed for the TASK*GROUP
interaction, plotted in Figure 6a. This graph suggests there
were no significant differences in the accuracy •.vith which
diffe rent tas ks were performed bct\.veen the visualization
Map Task
Total Male Female
groups. Further tes ting using planned comparisons confirmed this interpretation of the g raph.
9.11
9.26
8.90
Tota l
Reaction Time Evaluation. As Table 3 shm.vs, the O\'era ll
8.82 10.14
Paper
Map
Series
9.26
mode l for reaction times was not significant at the .05 level
8.36
9.65
Compute r Map Series 8.98
eithe r. Furthermore, none of the main effects or inte raction
9.42
8.56
Animation
9.10
effects tested were s ignificant in this model. A cus tom
hypothesis test des igned to look mo re closely <1t the
T ASK*GROUP interaction showed th<1t there were no
s ignificant differences in response ti mes for qunntity eva luation tClsks across , ·isualization groups
(F(2,119) = 1.700, P = 0.187). Thi s test did indici1 te,
"0
however, thClt there was a significant diffe rence in
10 s
response times for the trend pattern recognition
1t1'J
t,1sks across the visualization groups (F(2,119) =
"'0
95
as
3.651, P = 0.029). Figure 7a s uggests that subjects
---..--·.-==- ~.... 9J
>A
u
~
u~ing the pa pe r map series had the most difficulty
:>
u
u
"
clnS\\ ering trend pattern recognition questions,
SJ
"
.
while those in the animation group had the least
"'
::;
75
5cteeo
difficulty (see Table ~ for mean re<1ction time
70
~cores). Planned comparison tests confirmed tha t
the mean reaction times for s ubjects using the paper
JO . . . . . . _ _ , - - - - -------,....map series were significantl y longer than those
Tre"IOs
using the a nimation (F(l, 119) = 7.265, P = 0.008).
Ta sk
The diffe rence in means between subjects u sing the
pi1per map series and those using the computer
mi1p series we re not significantl y different, nor
we re there any significant differences be tween
" a
u 'Sers of the computer map series and the animation
105
users.
100
Figure 7b shows the interaction of
i!>
95
0
&;
GE ' DER*GROUP vis ually. Planned compa rison
B
90
(;"
te~ts for this interaction effect indicated that there
5
85
u
u
was a signifirnnt difference in mean response times
«
MapG1oup
so
i
for ma les across the different \'isualization g roups
p~~·
::;
"' - 5
(F(2, 199) = 6.736, P = 0.002). Further testing showed
-c
that there was a ~ i gnificant difference in the means
between mi11c subjects using the paper map series
00
a nd those u sing Cln imation to complete the ta sks
Mae
(F( l , 119) = 12.993, P = 0.000). There were also
Geoder
'iignificant differences bet,veen mi1le subjects us ing
the compute r map series and those using animClti on Fisurc t>. A ccumcy i11 temcl1t111 l'/af.< l(>r laJ '\n1111»t11; ~ 1111d (/>) ,1: n>11p •g.:111ii'r
Q

..

-·· ----

--

..

..
..

--

Fem r\I ~

~..,,.
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(F(l, 119) = 5.385, P

= 0.022). No significant difference was detected between the subjects using the paper map series and those using the computer map series. The planned comparison tests also showed no significant differences in visualization group means for female subjects.
DISCUSSION

A

Results from the statistical analyses suggest that the re were no s ignificant
diffe re nces in the accuracy with which subjects performed the quantity
eva luation tasks for the different visualization groups. Subject response
times for this type of task were also not
significantly affected by the visualization
g roup to which the subject was assigned.
Source
df
F
Significance
Both of these results support the hypothesis
that animation would not significantly
Model
11
1.613
.104
improve
subjects' abilities to complete these
Gender
1
.221
.639
types
of
spatial
tasks. Quantity evaluations
Map Task
1
A48
.505
are
informational
tasks that utilize not only
Map Type Group
2
2.668
.074
the
flow
line
but
also
the map legend. Since
Task*Group
.979
2
.379
animation
does
not
aid
in compa risons
Gendcr"Group
2
2.293
.106
between
the
flow
line
and
the legend, it
Gender"Task"Group
3
.596
.619
makes
sense
that
animating
the mapped
Error
11-l
data
for
these
types
of
tasks
would not
Total
126
improve one's abil ity to perform them. In
fact, an imation could possibly cause map
readers to ignore the legend altogether by
drawing their attention to the moving line.
5'>1:0
The accuracy with which subjects completed the trend pattern recognition tasks
was also not significantly influenced by
~
"' 4 5CO
g
visualization group. However, subject
~ response times for these tasks did differ
.=~
on the basis of the visualizasignificantly
~
:;
\
\a:>
Group
tion
technique
used. Those subjects who
- ··-··- ··-· ·- ··
c::
..,.
JJCO
iij
used
the
animation
to answer these ques.,
::;
responded
significantly
faster than
tions
2 ICO
subjects who used paper map series.
Although accuracy rates were not significantly higher with th is visualization technique, as had originally been hypothesized,
Tas"(
they were not significantly lower either.
This, coupled with the significantly faster
reaction times suggest that animation may
be a useful tool for communicating trend
patterns to map users. Such illustrative
!ICO-.>
tasks, where a direct comparison between
""" •·()_
the data on the map and the legend is not
§.
necessary, seems to be better illustrated
.=E •coo · ---- ~
c
..
with ani~1ation than informational tasks, a
..
___
f
<:
finding that is supported by Darling (1992).
c;
Map Group
a:
.,,.
c
Though not a strict gender study, the
<:
-- "'Stflf'f'l
"°
c;
::;
number of female participants prompted
"
the inclusion of a gender factor in the data
analysis. Since the hypotheses and experimental design were generated prior to the
inclusion of the gender factor, discussion of
Gender
gender results are treated as informational
only and not related to the hypotheses
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directly. The significant interaction between gender
Map Task
Total
Male
Female
,111d visualization group for accuracy rates \'1.' as
primarily a consequence of the high scores by
40]8
Total Mean
3965
3888
females using the paper map series (Table 5).
Paper Map Series
4-124
472-l
3823
Average response times for femal es did not differ
Computer Map Series
-1107
-1239
3987
significantly between the different visualization
Animation
3089
3363
3809
groups. Since females achie\'ed a s ignificantly higher
Trend Recognition
-1051
accuracy rate with the paper map series, but took
Paper Map Series
.+792
roughly the same amount of time to access the
Computer Map Series
3975
answers from memory, it appears that they retai ned
Animation
3385
s patial information better from the paper maps. The
constant reaction times, however, suggest that they
were not able to process the information any more
Ta/>lc -1. ,\,1<'1111:< (<,,. R c1Klt<'tt Tim,·•
easily when using this form of cartographic representation.
Reaction time data gathered from the male
Accuracy Reaction
subjects indicates that they completed the tasks
Gender
Rates
Times
sign ificantly more quickly when u :o.in~ dnimation.
Furthermore, there does not appear to be a trade-off
.\fa le
between response time and accuracy, as accuracy
Paper .\1ap Series
8.82
-172-l
rates did not differ significantly for males across the
9.65
Computer Map Series
4239
visualization techniques. This suggests that the
Animation
9.42
3089
males in this study learned and remembered inforFemale
mation better when using animation.
Paper Map Series
10.14
3823
Subjects also participated in an informal written
Computer Map Series
3987
8.36
survey conducted at the end of the experiment. The
Animation
8.56
3809
purpose of the ~urvey \\·as to g,1 in insight into the
preferences of the subjects regarding the visualizaTahlc 5. Gc11dcr Mca11s_ft1r Affumu1/{ale:<11t1d T~,'aclit'11 Ti1w<
tions used in the study. Subject observations,
suggestions concerning the animation process, and
comments regarding ways to impron~ the communication of data were
recorded. Table 6 illustrates the preferences of the subjects by visuali zation
group. Results show that each group preferred the \'isualization technique
"Since fc111nles aclriezied a
on ivhich they were tested. lt is interesting that the paper map series were
chosen second by both computer groups. Group totals show paper maps
sig11~ficn11 tty Ir igher nccu racy
were preferred by close to half of the subjects, w ith ,1ni mation second and
rate with the paper l//11p series,
the computer m.1p series last.
but took roughly tire s11111e
rable 7 pre<;ents the breakdown of preferences for males and females.
a111ou
11 t L~f ti111e to access the
Again, the p,1per map series was the most preferred method of visualizaa11swersfro111 111c111ory, it 11ption by both groups. The strong preference by females also coincides with
the higher ,Kcu1-.1cy rates they scored with the poper maps. Males, on the
pc11rs tl111t they retai11cd spatial
nther hand, ,Ktu,1lly performed more poorly with p.1per maps. The large
i11forl//afio11 bettcrfro111 the
percentage of -;ubjects who prefer the paper map series may re~ult from
paper 11111ps.
the control tlwy had in e:--amining the sets of mi.lps. Subjects from all
groups indic,1ted that control of map viewing \\',ban important factor in
their preferences. rhose who pMticipated in the computer map series and
,111imation groups stated that user control of the animation was necessary
for proper e\.,1mination of the data.
"... 11111/cs i11 this study lenmcd
Se\·eral subjects ,1bo suggested incorporating color into the anim,1tion
,1" ,1 \\ ay 11t impn)\'ing this \'isuali/ation technique. The animation used in
1111d n•111e111baed i11_f(m11atio11
thi-., <;tudy L'rnplo\'t'd only one colnr throughout the animated sequence.
l1ctter iu/1c11 using 1111i111ntio11. ''
1:-'ubjccts in all \'i'->u,1liz,1tion grnups felt that cvalu,1tions for the quantity
section of the stud:· would have been easier h,1d L',1ch quantity h,1d its own
sL-parate wlor. Thev believed th,1t color would ha\·e been a better \'isual
cue than comparing widths to the legend. \Vhile an interesting idea,
implementing thi:o. in a graduated flow conte:id could be complicated.
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Number
of
Subjects

Pape r ~1ap Series•

22

Computer Map Series"

20

Animation

21

Total Group

63

Map Type

Preference
Percentage

Paper Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation
Paper Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation
Paper Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation
Paper Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation

77.3%
4.5%
18.2%
40.0%
45.0%
15.0%
28.6%
9.5%
61.9%
49.2°1...
19.1 %
31.8%

"Subject number includes a subject not used in the formal analysis.
~one Subject d id not state a preference.
Tal>ft> 6. Test Grou!' Pr~ferfll Ct'S of Vis11ali:athl>/ Tccli11iq11cs

Gender

Number
Of
Subjects

Male

36

Fema le

27

Map Type

Preference
Percentage

Paper Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation
Pape r Map Series
Computer Map Series
Animation

44.4%
19.4%
36.1%
55.6%
18.5%
25.9%

Table 7. Gmrler Prefere11ces of Vis11alizatio11 Tec/111 iq11es

Relating changes in color to changes in quantity is not a visually intuitive
procedure. Furthermore, the varying visual perceptions of colors would
need to be addressed . An interesting alternative, however, might be to
vary not only line widths, but also the color value of the line to cue users
to quantity changes.
CONCLCSION

This stud y compared the traditional time-series visualization technique of
pape r map series to the emerging techniques of computer map series and
animation. The general research question examined which visualization
technique allowed a map reader to bette r learn and unders tand the data
presented. Human subjects were asked to perform two separate map
read ing tasks. The first in volved learning specific data values, while the
second required learning trend pat terns. The expected results were based
on Da rling's (1992) findings that info rmational or investigative purposes
of map reading are not well served by ani mation, while illustrating change
through time is enhanced by this technique.

Number 30, Spring 1998
Result~ of the s tudy ind icated that animation d id not improve learning
ability for quantity values (an informational task), but did enhance the
learning of trend patterns (an ill ustrative task). The study a lso showed
that females preferred the paper map series and completed tasks s ignificantly more accurately with them, w hile males appeared to learn better
\Ni th animlltion. Average reaction times for males were s ignificantly faste r
with animation. Accuracy rates, however, failed to show a significant
increase over the paper map series. Perhaps the d iffe rence being seen in
this study i~ rela ted to exposure and use of computers between the
genders. It has been suggested, in the popular media at least, that during
adolescence males tend to spend m uch more time using computers than
their female counterparts. [f true, that could be a factor in the p references
and d ifferences in reaction times and accuracy rates seen between the two

61

"... a11i111atio11 did not i111prove
learning ability for quantity
rnlues . .. but did enha11ce the
leami11g of trend patterns."

group~.

Interestingly, the study grou p as a whole p refe rred the pa per map
series to e ither of the o ther vis ualiza tion methods. Paper '"''as a lso the
preferred technique by both males and females. Subjects felt they had
more control with the paper map series than with either the computer
map series or the animation. Suggestions for impro,·ing the animation
technique included c11lowing the subjects to have direct control over the
an ima ted sequence and color coding the quantity values to make the m
more distinguishable.
Future Research . Animated maps are no\v possible given current
computer technology. W hether or not they are preferable is questionable.
Continued study focusing on computer map symbolization, including
graduated flow lines, and the effectiveness of animation o n perception and
memory retention is needed. This study examined two purposes of
visuali1ation as outlined by Darling (1992), investigative and ill ustrative,
using the ~ame symboliLation method and rep resentation as used by
standard paper maps. The next s tep would be to separate these two
d ifferent purposes a nd research the methods a nd representations tha t
would improve communication of the data for each one. The methods
developed for the inwstigative purpose might also be carried over into
exploratory \'isua Iiza ti on.
The proper scaling of qua ntitative flow lines should also be examined in
a dyn<tm ic en\'iron ment. The ability to Loom in and ou t, changing the scale
of the m<tp, has consequences for the interpretation of graduated flow
lines. How does changing the scale of the flo"" line, and consequently the
legend , affect the ability of the map reader to comprehend the da ta?
The use of color in an animated flow line sequence should also be
examined. The suggestion of the test subjects tha t quan tity be based on
hue differences is an intriguing one. The choice or choices of hue and the
decision to ,·ary saturation or value or both are all issues that need to be
explored. Do you \'ary \vidth as well as color? The importance of this
continued research is a consequence of tech nological forces . Advances in
technology have p ut the ability to make maps into the hands o f noncartogrilphers. Desk-top mapping programs, developed by non-cartographers, are being used by the general public to create pretty, aesthetically
pleasing m<1ps. The meaning of the d<1ta is often lost as defau lt classification schemes and color pc1lettes arc used. Cartographic techniques for
dyn<tmic and static screen-based exploration, classifica tion, a nd symbolization of data need to be developed so that softvv<tre manufacturers can
incorporate them into end-products to improve cartographic rend itions.

"It has bec11 suggested, in the

popular l//edia at least, that
d11 ring adolescence ///ales tend
to spend lll11ch more ti111e using
computers than their fe111nle
counterparts. If true, that could
be a factor in the . .. differences
in reaction times and accuracy
rates see11 between the two
groups. "
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Every so often an atlas comes along
that is good enough to drive other
atlases into the shadows. One such
\'olume was the atlas by James
Allen and Eugene Turner, We tire
People: An Allns(~{A111airn 's Ethnic
Oh:crsity, a \-vinner of the J.B. Jackson prize in 1989; another was the
first State (~(the World At Ins. There is
the Cole Harris-edited l listoricnl Atlas of Canada, nnd certn inly yet another- and still evolving- is Bill
Bowen's electronic atlas for the
California Geographical Society; so
accessible, so potent, so visionary,
and an example of ca rtography in
the sen·ice of the public good
[http://www.geogdata.csun.eduj.
The Atlns t~Ftlrc .Yew \.Vest, under the
general edi torship of geographer
William Riebsume at the Uni\'ersitv
of Colorado, Boulder, with photography by Peter Goin <lnd cartography hailing from James Robb's
Boulder operntion, has locked in a
new mark for the high bur.
Published under the aegis of the
Center of the Amerirnn West, this is
not just an atlas for westenwrs, but
something for everyone interested

in cartography, in the production of
handsome books, and in a well
thought out regional portrnyal. It
gives good weight-<lnd intellectual strength-to the larger cause of
regionalism w hich muny of us still
believe in, but which has been tortured by vurious inner doubts and
self-inflicted demons for the last
couple of decades as a kind of sideswiped victim of drive-by social
(pseudo) science. As an atlas and
peroration, this works very well, for
the most part. There are a few
bumps in its path, but as anyone
who has traversed dirt trncks in the
American West realizes full well,
when driving washboard roads
there's a certain speed (usually just
between 45 and 48 mph) when you
start skimming the top of any corrugations, and drop back into little
valleys between each high point
onl y v.1hen you deign to slow. To be
thoroughgoing, those declivities in
the Atlas will get some exploration
here, but the bottom line is truly a
simple one: any geographer or historian or poet or essayist of the
West who tries to escape the implications (a nd ownersh ip) of this atlas is slacking off. Reud it and
think.
Wi th 30-some maps by Jim Robb
and his cartographic tei'lm, 20 photographs by the University of
Nevada's Peter Goin, an extremely
healthy collection of graphs and
tables, credible discursive texts by
William Riebsame and assistants
Hannah Gosnell and Duvid
Theobald, and two keynote essays
by potentates Patrici<l Nelson Limerick and Charles Wilkinson, each
of the University of Colorado, Boulder, this is predominantly a Colorado operation, and one that brings
together a variety of perspecti\'es on
what has been called the "t\ew
West." That term has come to us
thanks largely to the work of the socalled Gang of Four-Patty limerick herself, Richard White, Donald
Worster, and William Cronon, who
together worked to cha Ilcnge the
Frontier School vision of the Ameri-
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can West popularized by Frederick
Jackson Turner almost e'\actly 100
years ago. There \·\'as, in fact, not so
much wrong with Turner's \'ision
of human-land internctions, but his
disciples tended to more doctrinaire
and deterministic \'iews than
Turnerevervvould have himself,
converting the West into a kind of
battlefield for the triumph of fftanifest destinv and a litmus test for the
determination of a somehow new
American man (with no accident,11
emphasis upon the male). In response, Patty Limerick and her
confrere argued that there is no
single "West," but instead many indeed, and this volume documents
that mode rn day dive rsity. It does
so, in fact, far more readily than the
tens of thousands of words in
something like Richard White's It's
Your Mi~faJrtwre n11d None of My
Ow11, a massive textbook that never
once uses the "f" \'\'Ord-"frontier"- within its pages. That's w hat
makes a rea lly good atlas better
than anything else; it summons a
multitudinous assault upon the
senses, in photographs, in the
brightly-colored and evocative
maps, in s ubstanti ve charts and
tables, and latterly, in \·v ords.
What, then, is this a tlas about?
In short, it's a testament to regional
identity. I remember too well in the
early 1980s sitting in a cow camp
working through Bernard DeVoto's
introduction to B.A. Botkin's A Treasury of Western Folklore, in which
DeVoto offered the best imaginable
capsule definition of the Ame ri ctln
West as a cohesive region. He concerned himself \vi th both physical
realities and assorted cu ltural tr<lits
(though he would never have called
them that). As w ith this atlas, there
was little worrv about historical
fact-and for an atlas constructed
by a group made up predominantly
of historians and resou rec geographers, that elision might seem a
little odd. History is slighted; this is
contemporary late-'90s fare, and,
for that, quite fresh. The subject is
the New West, which is defined
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with less than complete care. In
passing this volume around to various colleagues, the one question
they raised, to a person, also has to
be asked here, since it isn't answered in the Atlas itself: Why use
these singular boundaries? Ail of
California, Oregon, a nd Washington west of the Sierra-Cascade
ra nges is excluded from the thematic maps of this volu me. Now,
quite a few times I' ve taught "The
American West," and about half the
time have invidiously excl uded
California from consideration (usually because there's a whole separate course to be taught on the
Colcl en State). And there are some
good reasons to set aside what Earl
Pomeroy called the Paci fie Slope
from consideration-but those reasons should really be made explicit,
and they aren' t. To say that California is not part of the New West requires arguing that a defining feature of the region is a (relative) absence of population-and that,
na tu rally, is what Frederick Jackson
Turner claimed a hund red years
ago, and it didn't work especially
well even then. The western boundary for the Atlas of tire New West instead runs a long the drainage divide of the Sierra Nevada, slicing
down to include BarstO\·v-and
quixotically, Palm Springs. The
eastern boundary puts the Front
Range of the Rockies in the New
West, but none of the plains of New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, or
Montana. Geographers will muse
about such things, as [ am here, but
the point is, it helps to know how
an area is defined, and that isn't
made clear.
Once over that bump, a number
of the maps are strong indeed. As a
trade volume, it's perhaps
unsurprising that the colors are a
trice more lu rid than a button-down
colla r academ ic publisher might
countenance. There is a bit of the
flavor of USA Today-which has,
after all, done quite a bit for visual
and data literacy in the American
popul ation (and has been home to a
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regular column on western matters
by Prof. Limerick herself). The best
of these maps are minor masterpieces whose collective effect is better even than that. There is, for example, the extraordinarily simple
map showing percentage of public
land in each wes te rn state, representing that proportion with a red uced image of the state itself: Nevada is 83 percent public land, so
the public land proportion shows
the state at 83 pe rcent size; Colorado is only 36 percent publjc, so its
public land proportion is teenie, but
still huge compared to Kansas, at
just 0.8 percent public. This is lively
and intelligent cartography-as Edwa rd Tufte reminds us, in Tile Vis1wl Display of Q11n11titative Infor111atio11, effective communication always wins out with "the revelation
of the com plex" (p. 191 ). There are
maps that reveal" A Nuked Landscape" - nuclear testing, mining of
fissionable materials, and the location of facilities for the design, production, and storage of nuclear and
atomic weapons, fuels, and waste.
Where "The Old West Lives On"
turns out to be almost everywhere;
the map contrasts the location of feral horse and burro range (across
basically all of the New West) with
the homes of cowboy poetry festivals, PRCA sanctioned rodeos, and
dude ranches. A map solid in production and concept shows the
"Strongholds of the Traditional
Economy," where more than35 percent of a population in either 1980
or 1994 was employed in ranching,
mining, logging, or farming- an
overall area strikingly reduced in
the last fourteen years. H ome prices
are featured (the West's are high,
and the map includes all of the
United States to make clear just
how comparati vely pricey the West
really is), as a re the election of
women-seven states in the west
make the top-ten list in the US for
proportion of women voted into office. Swooping arrows make it clear
indeed that the West is growing
swiftly, with a positive net migra-
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tion of nearlv two-thirds of a million people from other parts of the
United States into the New Westover four yea rs a lmost 400,000 of
them aba~doning California. The
resources, variation in ethnicity, details of the tourist and recreation
economy, are all made clear in trenchant ma ps.
One offering is "War and Peace
in the West," mapping locations
that have joined in the so-called
county supremacy movement(Figu re 1). In a rema rkable act of cartographic wisdom, the map juxtaposes the county-sovereignty ad vocates with selected bioregionalist
watershed coalitions (on the Gila,
Virgin, Animas, Carson, Salmon,
and others). In doing so, it tracks
two profoundly different political
movements, each arguing for a
much greater degree of local control
than a progressivist federal government has been w illing to permit.
This is a map that has rea l depthafter all, what's really being
mapped is a localized rejection by
two movements that hail from what
would typica lly be considered opposite ends of the political spectrum, yet which have identical pu rposes:overcoming a hegemonic federal patronage to regain a measure
of local control. What's shown is, in
effect, yet another pitched battle in
the Sagebrush Rebellion. And in
case this seems far-fetched, consider the series of full-page ads that
1997 and 1998 have seen taken out
in the New York Times by a coali tion
of national environmental groups,
spearheaded by the inimitable
David Brower, protesting U.S. Forest Service policy. (It is somehow
especially telling that the ads are
placed in the Ti111es.) In particular,
the ads lambaste the Forest
Service's w illing ness to consider in
the Plumas National Forest a cooperative management agreement
with the coalition of local community people, commercial timber interests, and resource professiona ls.
Altogether, these forces makeup the
so-called Quincy Library Group,
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War and Peace in the West
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Fis11rc I. War and Peil<"<' i11 tlr~ \.\-'est

which Charles Wilkinson addresses in closing his long essay in this
atlas. He re is yet another expression of evolving local versus global
thinking-demonstrated cartographically.
The photographs by Peter Goin
are fully equal to the maps; they
capture the realities of the Nev..·
West with a nuance that is hardcountenanced yet amused. Coin's
neorealism is a long distance from
the soppy and romantic fare of a
David Muench or Jav Dusard; like
the best of the maps,-Coin's photograph y is provocative. The long essays by Patricia Limerick and
Charles Wilkinson would be less
effective by half without the reflective images by Goin. If there is any
single abiding problem with this

work, it is text that doesn't live up
to the promise of the photographs
that accompany the two principal
essays. Limerick's long concluding
essay is a sterling bit of work, finely
edited and crafted, and with the wit
and wisdom that we expect from
the doyenne of the >Jew Western
History. She remains notably
g rumpy about the New West, regarding many of the newe r arrivals
as poseurs who are changing the
West in ways not for the best. About
Charles Wi.lkinson's essay, there is
less to be said. For someone striving
with such conspicuou s effort to try
to be our latter-day Wallace Stegner,
Wilkinson's material is hardworking, sincere, and quite competent.
But his med itation captured nothing extra or special for me in the
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New West. Maybe, with one book
here and another book there,
Wilkinson has spread himself too
thin of late and a little of his earlier
charm has worn away. Wallace
Stegner had the rarity of a genuine
humanism that always accompanied his nonexclusive vision for the
West. But \!Vilkinson's is an honest
effort.
At their best, a numberof these
maps and texts work wonderfully
and are thoroughly thought-provoking. There are a few problems:
(some of the entries are simply silly)
"The Cultured West" is too vague
for words; the symbols used in
"The Ugly West" could be a little
less cartoonish; and in isolated instances, the subject matter approaches self-parody (as does the
New West). But let it be said-the
conception of the Atlas is solid: a
small map of the "New Age in the
\Jew West" might be trivial, except
for the long list below the map of
"Opportunities to Join the New
Age," \.vi th its survey of New Age
self-repair nostrums. And on th e
facing page (with white text on a
black background!) is a "Declaration of War on the New Age," by an
assorhnent of northern Plains Native American groups upset by the
New Agers' s appropriations of Indian ritual and practice. There is
one heinous error, a falling from
statistical grace that, at the very
least, a copyeditor should have
found- if not the fully adult authors who presumably read over
these m<1terials in preparation: A
table shows the "Interior West
Growth Pole," listing in one column a state-by-sta te percentage of
population grO\·vth from 1990 to
1994. But the next column shows
doubling time, in years. Nevada, for
example, saw a population growth
of 21.2 percent in four years. But the
"doubling time" is far from 3.3
years, as the table asserts. Doubling
time is based on yea rly population
growth, not a four-year total- in
fact, the yearly population growth
for Nevada averaged 5.3 percent
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(one-quarter of 21.2 percent), and its
doubling time is therefore almost
fourteen years, not a Ii ttle over
three. The mistake is reproduced
ritually for every s tate. That's firstyear statistics, folks ... and a how ler.
Fix it, please, for the next printing.
This is a kind of atlas that
should becomingoutmoreoften:
fine thematic mapping with sensible accompanying text and photogra phs, charts and tables. All the
hallmarks of an inescapable volume are on hand- no one who
works in the West, or writes or
teaches or lives here-should go
·without. If there are individual details that can be pickPd on, that'<;
the sort of discussion that such a
book should inspire. And, overall,
the symphon y is sonorous and
striking.

images to an existing set of base GJS
themes.
Interest in exploring this process
arose in 1997 when resource managers at the South Slough National
Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR)
in Coos Bay, Oregon, wanted to
evaluate the change in the distribution of eel grass beds (Zosfem marina
and z. japonica) in the slough. The
eel grass beds provide shelter for a
wide variety of fish and invertebrates and are an important component in the slough ecosystem. Field
observations conducted in 1991
and 1992 were used to develop GIS
data layers showing the approxim<1te distribution of the beds at th<1t
time. Base themes for the GIS, such
as the channel location and shoreline, were developed using 1991
aerial photos (1" = 1,000') and 7.5
minute USGS maps (1" = 2,000')
(Figure 1).

~
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Video Characteristics
In 1996, visible spectrum Hi-8
video was filmed by Charles
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Rosenfeld, Department of Geosciences, Oregon State University,
for a major portion of the slough.
The camera altitude varied from approximately 1,000' to 1,500', and
the scale of the resultant digitally
converted images was approximately 1" = 100'. At 72 DPI, this
corresponds to a resolution of about
1.4' per pixel. By comparison,
shuttle radar and SPOT resolution
is typically 10 m, and Landsat thematic mapper (TM) and multispectral scanner (MSS) images range
from 30 m to 120 m resolution.
Each frame of the video contained locational coordinates obtained from a CPS. However, the
sensitivity of the GPS equipment recording the latitude and longitude
was such that the values did not
keep pace with the movement of the
aircraft. At several points, the coordinate values are lost completely for
a period of a few seconds to over a
minute. Consequently, the latitude
and long itude values were useful
on.ly for very general placemen t of

Low Altitude Videography asa
GIS Data Source

Kate Kirsh
GIS Proiect Mnnngcr
11~f(1Graphics Ln/1

Depnrt111e11t ofGeography
U11iz•ersity of On:go11
E11sr11e, OR 97403-1251
(541) 346-4870
kkirsh@orego11.11orego11.ed11

Overview
Lov11-altitude, visible spectrum
videography provides a relatively
low-cost opportunity to detect detailed surface features, and may be
a practical media choice for monitoring such surface feature changes
over time. However, this type of imagery has not been w idely u sed as a
resource for developing thematic
data in Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). This article describes a process for converting the
video frames into composite still
images and for georeferencing these

D
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Figure 1. So11tl1 Slougli Bas,· GIS Data ji-0111 199 1 Aerial Pliotogm11!1y
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geographic location, su ch as identifying the ap proximate beginning
and ending ra nge of footage for the
stud y area. No flight plan was provided with the vid eo.
Georeferencing of the videography is further complicated by
the diffe rences in d istortion between the 12 mm lens fo r the videography and the 152 mm lens u sed
for the aerial photography. The
misa lignment is p rimarily longitudinal, as the video imagery coincides reasonabl y well in the northsou th direction.
Software and Hardware
\1aclntosh Svstem 8.0:
Adobe Photoshop-l.O
Adobe Premiere
Macromedia Free hand 7.0
Kandu CADMover 4.0
Windows NT:
ESRI ArcYiew 3.0a
Process Description
The four majo r parts of this process a re 1) the com·ersion o f the
\·ideo frames to still imagery, 2)
compositing the individual stills, 3)
d elineating the new su rface fea ture
\'CCtor informC1tion, and 4) importing the new surfa ce feature vector
data to the GIS.

Video Conversion to Still Imagery
Adobe Premiere video editing
software was used throughout this
pa rt of the process, w ith full screen
settings (640 x 480 pixels ), to view
and capture video dC1ta.
1. Capture two sample frames
for start and two sample frames
for end positions each time
plane began and ended a pass
to determine tota l numberof
passes, orientation of each pass
and geograph ic ex tent.
2. Use the rough latitude and
longitude coordinate values on
the video and t..:SGS quad map
to determine which sections
covered the study area. Of the
eight identi fied passes, only the
first seven covered the study
area .

3. Captu reframesofthestudy
area as PICT images. In order to
have sufficient overlap between
frames, captu re approximately 1
frame pe r second, or every 30th
frame. Each frame image is
about 8" x 6.5" and a t 72 DPI is
approximately 900 KB. Forour
project, the numbe rof images
per pass varied from 30 to 40.
Thus, abou t 220 MB of disk
space was required to store all
the individual frame images.

Creating tlte Composite Images
The challenge in the compositing
process is to p lace the individual
frames so that features in the resultant image are in their proper geographic location with respect to
some set of base features. Since the
GPS locations provided on the
video were not precise a nd there
were no other comprehensive set of
control points avai lable as reference, the existing GIS vector data
representing shorelines and the

-
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channel were used as the base for
georeferen cing.
The software tools used in this
compositing process we re ESRI's
Arc View 3.0a for GIS data manipulation, and Macromedia Freehand
7.0, which was selected because it
uses both vector and raster data,
and allows linking to the individual image files without actually
storing them as pa rt of the composite file. This helps to reduce the
amount of disk space required and
the processing time. Adobe
Photoshop 4.0 was also used to preprocess the PICT images and convert them to TIFF.
1. Display the base data in an
Arc View View window, using
distinct symbology for shore
and channel features. Export
the View as an Adobe Illustrator
format vector fi le, and open with
Freehand 7.0 .
2. Rescale the vector features in
Freehand to approx ima te the
size of the anticipated finished
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composite image. The rescaling
percentage m ay be estimated
based on a pre liminary joining
of several adjacent images from
each pass to d etermine the final
size of the total image. Jn this
project, a 2000% overall enlargem e nt was applied, then a 72'Yo
hori zo ntal resizing was u sed to
compensa te for the difference in
lens distortion between the
vid eo camera and still aerial
camera tha t provided the 1991
images for the base GIS data
(Fig ure 2). It is important to note
the rescaling percentages because once features are delineated from the composite image,
the res ultant vectors will be
scaled inversely (in this case, increased horizontally by approximately 139%) tocreate
data consis te nt w ith the original
base data and the o ther existing
data in the C IS.
3. Using Photoshop 4.0, open
each PICT and clip o ut on ly the
central portio n of the image,
plus a minimal overlap, and
paste it into a new file to be
saved as a compressed TIFF.
This red u ces the individ ua l image file size typically by 70 80°0, and allows the linking
fun ction in Freehand. P ICT
files, when im ported into Freehand, arc auto matically embedded in the working fil e rega rd less o f the pre feren ce setting that
contro ls linkin g.
4. Open the Freehand 7.0 base
file, a nd impo rt the individual
TIFF images as links, working
on o ne pass at a time. Create a
separate layer for each pass,
and position / scale the images
to fit the base data. In this
project, sca le adjustments were
made uniformlv for all the images in a sing le pass, althoug h
the percentage adjustment varied from pass to pass dependin g
o n variations in the \' ideo ca mera a ltitude between passes.
Adjust ments were made to each
pass bc'lsed o n the inclusio n of
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adjacent passes, distributing the
pe rceived error throughout the
a rea to achieve the best fit with
the boundaries of the base data.

Deli11eating New FeahJre Data
Now that the TIFF images have
been composited, ca pture the desired surface features as vector data
in Freehand.
1. With the spa tially referenced
TIFF images as background layers, create a new layer fo r the
new surface feature data. It is
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possible to work a t the scale of
the original videography by
zooming in o n the image, and
full-size plots may be used as an
additional source of information.
2. The new feature data will be
scaled to the size of the video
images. Apply the inverse scaling d escribed above to the new
feature d ata and the base data to
set it back to the original dimensions of the base data.

Eelgrass Distribution
South Slough NEAR

F."'.'l 1996 (from videography)
t:.:.::.;J

..
...
• ••I

•

• 1992 (from aerial photos/field notes)

Figure 3. Eelgmss Distribution at South Slough NERR
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Importing the New Surface Feature
Datn to the GIS
The final step is to convert the
new feature vector data from Freehand to a format that the GIS recognizes, \·v i th the correct geographic
placement relative to the other data
in the GlS.
1. Save the Freehand laye rs contai ning the new feature data
and the base data as an Adobe
Illustrator format file.
2. Open the lllustrator file with
Kand u CAD Mover, and convert
the file to DXF. Don't worry
about adjusting the scale factor
and units to trv and ma tch the
G!S data at this point.
3. In ArcYiev•;, turn on the
CAD Reader extension. Open a
new vie\-\', and import the DXF
file as a new theme. Import the
o ri g inal base data shapefiles.
The data will not line up prope rl y because the DXF data will
reflect the Freehand units and
placement, while the base GIS
data \viii be in real '"''orld units,
accord ing to its projection.

4. To geo reference the DXFfile,
create a 'world' file u sing a text
editor, and associate it w ith the
DXF theme in the 'Theme Properties' menu. A world file is
simply a text file that con tai ns
the x, y coordinates for a location in the DXF file and the x, y
coord inates for the corresponding location in the GIS data. Enter the coordinate in fo rmation
for 2 discrete locations, w ith one
location per line (see the
Arc Vie,..,· on-line ' help' text for
an example). The DXF data
should now align with the base
C lSthemes.
Considerations
An important consideration in
the compositing process is the actual size of the images to be m,1nipu lated. Red ucing the image
reso lution and/ or dimensions w ill
reduce file size and processing
tim e, but w ill also result in the loss
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of surface fea ture detail. However,
presumably much of the value of
using low-altitude vid eo is its ability to illustrate a greater degree of
surface detail than would otherwise be evid ent from other image
sources (Fi gure 3). Working w ith a
tool, such as Freehand, that allows
linking to the TIFF images helps to
redu ce the impact of file size on the
compositing process.
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fro111 the Editor
continued from page 1
phenomenal effort. Thanks also
need to be extended to the NACIS
organization at large and to all of
the executive officers and Board
members that have continued their
s trong support for the publication.
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce the new staff of
Cartogrnpliic Perspecfi7.'es. The Assistant Editor, James Anderson
from Florida State University,
handles all aspects of production,
duplication, and distribution.
Without his efforts, Cartographic
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Perspectives would not make it to
paper, nor to you. James Meacham
from the University of Oregon is the
Cartographic Techniques Editor.
The Cartographk Techniques section of the journals deals with issues of map design and production.
Melissa Lamont is the Map Library
Editor. She recently moved to
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. The Map Library Bulletin
Board reports on developments at
major map libraries in North
America. Finally, Joanne Perry,
Map Librarian at Oregon State University, is the Book Review Editor. I
am fortunate to have such a capable
group of individuals working w ith
me as Editor of Cartographic Perspectives.
You may have noticed that CP is
expanding. We have had to change
to a different method of binding to
handle the larger issues. We are
also pleased to report that the journal is being indexed by UnCover
and SCSI.
Finally, the editors invite you to
contribute to the Journal. Ultimatel y, it is your publication - not
ours. Please take a moment to consider how you could contribute to
the journal and then contact one of
the editors. We hope to see you in
print.
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submissions

Theed i tors of Cnrtographic Perspectives welcome manuscript su bm issions. Please follow these guidelines.
FEATURED PAPERS
Each issue of Cartographic Perspectives includes featured papers,
which a re refereed articles reporting original work of interes t to
NACIS'sdiverse membership. Papers ranging from theoretical to app lied topics are welcome. Pros pecti ve authors are encouraged to submit manuscripts to the Editor. Papers may a lso be solicited by the
Editor from presenters at the annual meeting and from other
sources. Ideas for special issues on
a single topic are also encouraged.
Papers shou ld be prepared exclusively for publication in CP, \·Vith
no major po rt ion previously published e lsewhere. All contributions
will be rev iewed by the Editorial
Board, whose members will ad vise
the Editor as to •vhether a manuscript is appropriate for publication. Final publication decisions
rest with the Editor, w ho reserves
the right to make editorial changes
to ensure clarity and consistency of
style.
REVIEWS
The Book Review Editor, Joanne M.
Perry, \vi ii solicit reviews o f books
and atlases. Publications are to be
sent directly to Joanne M. Perry,
Map Librarian, The Valley Library-

121, Oregon State University,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331-4501 or
perryj@ccmail.orst.edu. Reviews of
maps and mapping software will
be solicited by the Editorof CP. Prospective reviewers are invited to
contact the Editor d irectly at
geolib@unomaha.edu.
CARTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
Articles that concern all aspects o f
map design and production are solicited by the Cartographic Techniques Editor, James E. Meacham,
Director, lnfoGraphics Lab, Department of Geography, University of
Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403-1251 or
jmeacham@oregon.uoregon.edu.
MAP LIBRARY BULLETIN
BOARD
The Map Library Bu lletin Board
Editor, Melissa Lamont, solicits reports on the current status of map
libraries. Submissions are to be sent
directly to Melissa Lamont, Data Library, McLean Laboratory, Woods
H ole Oceanographic Institution,
WHO! Mai l Stop 8, Woods Hole,
MA 02543 or ml amont@whoi.edu .
TECH NICAL GUIDELINES
FOR SUBM ISSION
Literature cited should conform to
the Chicago Manual of Style, 14th
ed., University of Chicago Press,
Chapter 16, style "B." Examples of
the correct citation form appear in
the feature articles of this issue.
Authors of Featured Papers should
submit four printed copies of their
manuscript for review directly to
Michael Peterson, Editor of Cartographic Perspectives, Department of
Geography I Geology, University of
Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Ne-
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braska 68182. Manuscripts are reviewed by th ree referees. The Editor
will contact all au thors to notify
them if their paper has been accepted for publication and if revisions are necessary prior to publication. The following technical
guidelines should be followed for
all accepted manuscripts (these
guidelines also apply to book, map,
and sofhvare reviews).
Materia l should be submitted in
d igital form on 3.5" diskettes. Please
send a paper copy a long with the
disk. Text documents processed
w ith Macintosh or Windows softwa re, such as WordPerfect or MS
Word, are preferred.
PostScript graph ics generated
with Adobe lll11stratoror Macromedin
FreeHn11d for the Macintosh/ Windows or Corel Draw for Windows
computersarepreferred, butgeneric PICT or TIFF forma t graphics
fi les are usually compatible as well.
EPS format g raphics should include only the graphic with no figure caption. Gra phics may be submitted on disk, placed on an FTP
site, or sent to ftpnt. freac.fsu.edu .
Manually produced graphics
should be no larger than 11by 17
inches, designed for scannin g at
600 dpi resolution (avoid finegrained tint screens). Continuoustone photographs will also be
scanned.
Text and graphic files should be
sent to: Mr. James R. Anderson,
Asst. Editor, FREAC, UCC 2200,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-2641; (850) 644-2883,
fax: (850) 644-7360;
email:janderso@mailer.fsu.edu

NACIS WEB SITE
.
www.nacis.org
______.,/
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NACIS membership form
North American Cartographic Information Society
Sociedad de Informaci6n Cartografica Norte Americana
Name/ Nombre:
Address / Direcci6n:

O rganization / Afili aci6n profesional:

Your position / Posici6n:
Ca rtographic interests / Intereses ca rtograficos:

Professional m emberships / Socio de organizacion:

Membership Fees for the Calendar Year*/
Valor de nomina de socios para el ano:
Individual/ Regular: $42.00 U.S. / E.U.
Students / Estudiantes: $20.00 U.S. / E.U.
Institutional I Miem bros institucionales:
$72.00 U.S. / E.U.
Make all checks payable to/
Manden sus cheques a:
NACIS
AGS Collection
P.O. Box 399

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

*Membershi p fees include subscription to Cartographic Perspectives .
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The North American Cartographic Information Society
(NACIS) was founded in 1980 in response to the need for a multidisciplinary
organization to facilitate communication in the map information community. Principal objectives of NACIS are:
§ to promote communication, coordination, and cooperation
among the producers, disseminators, curators,
and users of cartographic information;

§ to support and coordinate activities with other professional
organizations and institutions involved with
cartographic information;
§ to improve the use of cartographic materials through
education and to promote graphicacy;
§ to promote and coordinate the acquisition, preservation,
and automated retrieval of all types of cartographic material;
§ to influence government policy
on cartographic information.

NACIS is a professional society open to specialists from private, academic,
and government organizations throughout North America. The society
provides an opportunity for Map Makers, Map Keepers, Map Users, Map
Educators, and Map Distributors to exchange ideas, coordinate activities,
and improve map materials and map use. Cartographic Perspectives, the
organization's Journal, provides a mechanism to facilitate timely dissemination of cartographic information to this diverse constituency. It includes
solicited feature articles, synopses of articles appearing in obscure or noncartographic publications, software reviews, news features, reports (conferences, map exhibits, new map series, government policy, new degree programs, etc.), and listings of published maps and atlases, new computer
software, and software reviews.
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